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ABSTRACT 
A DIAGNOSTIC FACILITY FOR: WOMEN 
It is a well known fact that women have 
different health care needs than men, most 
people think that these problems relate only 
to those surrounding reproductive issues. For 
the longest time these feelings were 
heightened and confirmed by society's belief 
that a woman's place was in the home, and her 
sole primary job was to raise children. 
However, after World War II and the invention 
of · the pill this philosophy has begun to 
change. The result of all this is that women 
now have a greater equality which they have 
never had before which in turn offers more 
choices and decisions towards the direction 
their life takes. "Social and political equa-
lity has yet to be completely achieved by or 
for women because of age-old barriers that 
still remain". With these new opportunities 
there are the old as well as the new health 
care needs and issues which have to be dealt 
with. 
Aside from these new issues and needs, 
"It is well documented in most industrialized 
countries that women have higher rates of use 
of most health services than men The 
probability of seeing a physician, the number 
of visits per user, the probability of using 
hospital inpatient services, and the use of 
prescription drugs are all hhigher for adult 
women than adult men." 
All of these facts lead to the premise 
that with these new demands in women's health 
care there is the need to provide a more 
efficient facility which is better suited lo 
serve all the needs of women's health 
problems. Currently a majority of the health 
care needs of women are taken care of within 
the hospital setting, or at a physicians 
office, (OB/GYN), this proposal suggests 
taking a range of health services out of both 
settings, and locate it in a singular facility 
which would encourage comfort, accessibility, 
and general use by all women throughut the 
community. 
At this point it is important to remember 
that women still make the majority of health 
care decisions within the family; who goes 
where to get what. So, from a marketing point 
of view, the facility which emulates an image 
of health and well-being, will have a better 
opportunity of serving the health care needs 
of the entire familly. 
There are a number of directions that 
this facility could take. A direction which 
depends on the scope of the services provided, 
and the relationship the facility has to both 
the health care delivery system and the 
community as well. Women are demanding better 
and more attention for health care, therefore 
there is a need to meet this demand with the 
type of facility which will provide care in 
the most effective manner. With this in mind 
the intention of further developing this 
project is to explore all of these variables 
and establish which alternatives will be best 
suited to provide health care to women. 
2 
Statement of Intent 
STATEMENT OF INTENT 
To produce a community based amb11latory care 
center wh ich primarily acts as a diagnostic 
facility . This center will primarily deal 
with those concerns related to the health care 
needs of women. 
Chart #1 
Areas of Women's Health Needs 
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INTRODUCTION: 
As the cost of health care continues to 
escalate there is a growing neerl for 
alternative choices to the typical general 
hospital. These alternatives result from 
pressure in two directions • The first area 
is from the general public who have begun t o 
say that too much is too much and there must 
be a limit placed on the cost of health care. 
This pressure has resulted in a new way of 
thinking for the health care industry, one 
which has led to a diversification of the 
health care field allowing specialty 
facilities to emerge and flourish. 
Theoretically this will bring about a 
reductiion in cost of health care without 
introducing a multi-teared system which 
provides care only to those which can pay for 
it. The pressure from the second group is 
basically the same in principle and in its 
results as well. 
This area of pressure is coming from the the 
third party payers as well as the government. 
This pressure is more tangible in the form of 
direct cut-backs and new reimbursement proce-
dures. 
These specialty facilities have primarily been 
ambulatory in nature. Ambulatory care has 
taken off in many dirrections from 's ame day 
surgery centers' to 'immediate care centers', 
(see Chart #3). The generalized concept of 
ambulatory care is to produce a specific type 
of care which will minimize any unnecce ssar y 
exposure to the rest of the system, and jn 
doin g so brings to the user, (the client), a 
considerable be nefet in terms of money and 
time, which are equally i mportant. 
I ( 
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Chart #2 
National Health Care Costs 
NATIONAL HEALTH CARE COSTS 
PER PERSON PER YEAR 
I .as as es £Ats oz_ -* a:: a 01,a; Id o.u :a 
YEAR 
...... ....._.._.,114ctiaaC..U .. - · --. 
As initial areas of ambulatory care develop 
other areas will begin to emerge, especially 
as technology and old concepts change in order 
to market other services as they become more 
desirable. 
One such area that is on the cutting edge of 
this development is in the field of women's 
health. For too many years women's health 
needs have centered around their reproductive 
capabilities. But as medical technology has 
advanced over the years, it's primary emphasis 
has continued to focus on women's pro-creative 
functions and little else. However, in 
today's society women's health needs go much 
further than the typical obstetrical and 
gynecological senario of the past,(see chart 
# 1 ) • 
I ~ 
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Chart #3 
Health Care Systems 
~ A => 
~ / 
_ I Acute Care ~ 
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/ 
,_ .. ..._ 
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Traditional Health Delivery Systems 
~ Acute Care ~ 
b Center ___.,, 
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Chart #4 
Multi-Disciplinary Process Diagram 
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Chart #5 
The Levels or Health 
Sense of Well-Being 
Major Disability 
Disabled 
~ 
• 
Confined 
Bed-Ridden 
Coma Isolated 
-. 
• 
Death 
Primary 
Emphasis of 
Facility 
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AN OVERVIEW OF WOMEN'S HEALTH CARE THROUGH 
HISTORY: ~ ~-
For the longest time women have been 
considered to be dependent on their male 
counter-parts for their support as well as 
their overall well-being. Ilowever, World War 
II began to bring about a chang e in that 
philosophy. In order to fully understand the 
implications of this change, one must first 
look at the way the different societies have 
viewed women in the past. This analysis will 
ultimately show how inadequate and inconsis-
tant health care for women has heen. Also, 
how the changes that are occuring today are 
long overdue, and not totally unreasonable. 
Historically, the health care of women was not 
a major concern because many women did not 
survive childbirth. Those who did live throu g h 
the numerous pregnancies often died early o[ 
causes related to childbirth.I 
Women's needs for health care have paralleled 
to a great extent the role or position women 
have taken in society of any given period in 
history. Women have been valued by cert ai n 
societies and assumed le a de rship roles as did 
the women of ancient Egypt, who were bankers, 
spec u 1 at ors , and business 1 ea de rs • ·But , on the 
other hand they have been strictly protected 
by other societies and confined within the 
home to the point of near invisibilty, as in 
the Victorian Era of England and the rest of 
the Christian world.2 
2 2 
In fact the Victorian Era contributed to the 
oppression of women and the perpetuation of 
age old myths of female inferiority and the 
frailty, which is still predominant in the 
20th century.3 
During the 19th century there was a distinct 
way of treating the upperclass as opposed to 
the poor working class. Affluent wom e n wer e 
considered to be inherently sick, too weak 
and delicate for anytyhing but the mildest 
past times. Working women on the other hand 
were considered to be inherently healthy and 
robust.4 
For the longest time the 
classified female functions 
following list of their so 
ties" is comprised of those 
know today are anything but 
medical community 
as abnormal. The 
called "abnormali-
items which as we 
abnormal. 
* Puberty was seen as a crisis. 
* Menestruation was regarded as 
pathologic. 
* Each period was an episode of ill health 
necessitating bedrest. 
* Pregnancy was considered to be a 
disease. 
* Finally, menopause was a final and 
incurable disease.5 
However, the 20th century and the events that 
occured ushered in a new age for women, and 
consequently for women's health. One of the 
primary events that occured during this time 
was the introduction of the birth control pill 
just after World War II. At this time women 
found that they were no longer forced into L!ie 
old reproductive syndrome of previous yenr s . 
73 
In fact they found that they could he tot a lly 
in control of their lives, and able to take 
advantage of new opportunities and 
responsiblities. With these new opportunities 
and responsibilities came new health need s 
which can be added to all previou s forms of 
care. With these new changes health car e· needs 
can now be broken down into two ar e as of c a re , 
which are as follows: 
1. To continue to provide care in o rder 
to ensure their pro-creative abilities . 
2. To provide adequate care to women in 
order to ensure her position as a member of 
the nation's work force.6 
The latter point deserves empha s j z in g 
since this is the area which until recently 
hasn't been considered an important element in 
the health care of women. In today's so c iety 
women are now taking jobs which until recently 
have been deemed male dominated. Accordingly, 
with this domination most of the health car e 
efforts which are associated with it ha ve be en 
targeted towards a primarily male a ud i ence. 
Now all of this is changing as the audience 
goes from being male dominated to a 
combination of both female/male oriented. 
There is the possibility in the future that 
medically these areas could become female 
dominated, for the simple reason th a t wom en 
are more prone to report physical prohlem s .7 
Also, women currently lead in all cate go r ies 
of acute conditions, and as they pro g ress into 
other fields this fact will continu e to hold 
true,8 (see chart #10). 
71, 
NEGATIVE 
OUTCOMES 
Health hazards may be con-
veyed to new generations 
Long-term or next generation 
mortal ity , morbidity from 
drug therapies such as oral 
contraceptives, estrogen 
replacement therapy 
Work-related mortality and 
morbidity, disability ; 
higher mortality and 
morbidity rates 
Increased rates of mortal ity 
and morbidity from card io-
vascular disease , lung 
cancer, accidents, suicide 
Increased incidence of mental illness, 
especially depression 
Increased incidence of suicide, 
alcoholism, drug abuse 
Some pathology 
may be untreated 
Finally, as a g e old s oc ia l prob le ms 
fall by the wayside thes e he alth probl e ms wil l 
become even more import a nt. This is s im p l y 
because it will alway s be important f or wo me n 
to be an integral part of the f a mi l y , y e t j t 
will also be equ a lly a s import a nt fo r a wo ma n 
to be an inte g ral part of so ciet y, an d t h e 
nations workforce. 
Chart #6 
Alternatives Furores in Women's Health 
m"''''"" m""'"''m~ f HAr~ • 
Biologic/ 
• Mechanism Teratogenic 
Iatrogenic 
I mech;"tsms 
Work hazards, 
e.g., toxic 
substances, 
changing heailh, 
illness and 
sick role behavior 
Changirig modal 
personality, 
smoking, dr inking 
Bias continues 
Sell-health 
Inappropriate 
application 
genetic 
• Health 
technologies 
I 
Life-
styles 
Institutionalized 
sex role 
expectations 
Self-health 
movement 
I 
Mechanism 
Improved early 
detection and 
treatment methods 
Opportunities tor 
sell-actualization 
.I POSITIVE OUTCOMES 
Test-tube babies may 
become possible tor 
infertile people 
Decreased mortal ity , morbid ity from 
breast and cerv ical cancer 
Improved mental health , 
physical health 
Economic advancement 
Bias eradicated 
Self-health habits 
In con1unction with 
Improved heallh 
status via better 
nutrition . housing, 
etc. 
Changing therapies, e g , 
less drug use 
Incidence of mental i llness 
declines 
Female and male symptoms may 
become more similar 
Earli er case find ing , 
demysti fication of 
health services, increasing 
explora11on of trea tment 
alternatives 
J r.; 
A DEFINITION OF THE PROBLEM: 
---
The Problem: The health car e nee d s of 
women extend beyond the typical c a r e th a t is 
given by the obstetrical and g ynecolo gi c a l 
practitioners. The existing health c a r e 
delivery system is changing to me e t th e 
demands that women are placing on the s ys tem. 
The problem as it exists tod a y is th a t 
even though society's attitude toward s wom e n 
has changed, the basic ideolo g y behind th e 
medical care hasn't progressed as rapidly as 
needed. Currently, the majority of wo,n e n' s 
health needs are being treated in one of the 
following settings; the obstetrician's off i c e , 
the gynecologist's office, or the ho s p i t a l. 
However, women's health care needs go be yond 
this. The traditional health c a re d e liv e r y 
system pre-supposes the fact that women wi ll 
only use the system when there is a he a lth 
problem. According to the Florida State Il e alth 
Plan, (see chart #7), the new delivery system 
is based on the premise of holistic h e alth, 
illness prevention and health maintenance. Th e 
purpose of this is to introduce women i nto th e 
system before a health problem is evident. 
7. (, 
Chart #7 
Summary or Florida State Health Plan 
UNDERSTANDING AND PLANNING 
FOR FLORIDA'S FUTURE NEEDS 
TODAY 
Florida's human resources and 
environment are part of the state's 
future economic and social well-being. 
Florida's projected growth challenges its 
government to provide essential health 
services to its people. Explosive growth 
also challenges the state to safeguard 
the drinking water sources and protect 
the public from health risks associated 
with its contamination. The overall 
challenge for the rest of the decade and 
into the 1990's is for Florida to manage 
health care costs without jeopardizing 
access or quality of care. 
Florida must be positioned to take 
maximum advantage of emerging growth 
trends, technological advancements, and 
changes in priorities. The key to meet-
ing the challenges of the future is stra-
tegic planning for a health care system 
that is accessible, accountable and 
affordable. 
Working with the Governor and the 
Legislature, the Department of Health 
and Rehabilitative Services seeks to 
understand future Florida's health needs 
today. Together with the Statewide 
Health Council, the Department devel-
oped the State Health Plan to assure 
Floridians that their health care needs 
will be met now and in the 21st century. 
"No Floridian should be 
denied health care 
simply because he or she 
cannot afford it . 
Our investment 
in human resources is 
too substantial 
to permit our people 
to fall into illness. 
to become unproductive 
merely because 
health care costs too much." 
-Governor Bob Graham 
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PRESENT TRENDS: 
Currently, in today's society there arc four 
different philosophies for handl i ng the h e alth 
care needs of women, they are: 
1. The Traditional Authoritarian, which 
is in line with the prevailin g ideolo g y. 
Believing in a traditional approach to 
health care favors a compl ete obedience 
to authority, which in this case is the 
physician. 
2. The Traditional Egalitarian, this is 
much the same as the previous philosophy 
with the major difference bein g that 
women are assumed to be equally 
responsible for their own health. 
3. The Traditional Feminist, this philo-
soph"ybegins to assume some of the chara-
cteristics of the radical feminist, ex -
cept that the delivery system still reco-
gnizes some of the various aspects a ss o-
ciated with traditional delivery systems . 
4. The Radical Feminist, this philosophy 
essentially places most tradition a l 
characteristics in a subordinate role, 
while placing emphasis on the 
individualistic care of women.9 
A further discription of these pl1iloso-
phies can be seen in the chart below, (se e 
Chart #8). Suffice it to say that Lhe tr a di-
tional authoritarian approach is what is con-
sidered to be traditional and deserving a 
chang e . 
just that 
recognized 
acceptable 
The radical feminist philosophy is 
radical. By bein g radical it is 
openly by a few and therefore no l 
as a v iable s ub stitute for tile 
;:>A 
Chart #8 
Women's Health Care Philosophies 
Characteristics of the ideal types of health care worlds* 
Examples 
and 
characteristics 
Examples of 
settings 
Dominant role 
relationships 
Distribution of 
medical 
knowledge 
Division of 
labor 
I... T 
Traditional authoritarian I 
Public clinics, hospitals, 
some private practi-
tione rs' offices 
Authority and decision-
making controlled by 
physician; patients ex-
pected to behave in 
passive mode; treated 
impersonally . 
Physicians believe they 
are only "reliable" 
source of information; 
monopoly on medical 
knowledge main-
tained. 
Rigid distinctions main-
tained between work-
er categories; norms 
regulating division of 
labor are enforced; 
little interchange of 
responsibilities. 
Ideal types of health care worlds 
Traditional egalitarian I 
Progressive clinics, some 
private practitioners' 
offices, "home-style" 
birthing rooms, pri-
vate hospitals. 
Professionals assume re-
sponsibility for and 
authority over care; 
patients expected to 
be somewhat informed 
· and involved, but ex-
pected to follow doc-
tor's orders, patients 
allowed some deci -
sion-making, but prac-
titioners define 
parameters in which 
decisions c-.m be made . 
Physicians believe that 
women with adequate 
information can make 
informed decisions 
about their c-are. 
Same as traditional 
authoritarian. 
Traditional feminist 
Feminist clinics , physi-
cian or nurse- mid-
wife- attended home 
births. 
Care provided by female 
paraprofessionals; 
physicians do not see 
patients until after 
others have deter-
mined whether pa-
tient needs and is will-
ing to see physician . 
Physicians act as con-
sultants to clients. 
Women expected to 
be interested in and 
involved in own health 
care. 
All participants, includ-
ing physicians, are ex-
pected to increase 
their knowledge from 
contacts with multiple 
sources: lay health 
workers, family and 
friends, nurses, physi-
cians, participation in 
health discussion 
groups and self-help 
clinics. 
Division of labor is less 
hierarchic. Lay wom-
en evaluate as well as 
observe physician's re-
sponsibilities and ac-
tions. Specialization , 
certific-.ition, hierar-
chic social relation-
ships minimized . In 
self-help clinics, lay 
1 Radical feminist 
Self~he lp clinics, lay 
midwife-attended 
home births, men-
strual extraction 
groups . 
Patients encouraged to 
assume responsibility 
for own health ca re , 
with assistance of 
other lay women. 
Physicians relegated 
to technician status, 
usually hired to per-
form only those tasks 
restricted by law. 
"Women learn to per-
form basic health ser-
vices for themselves" 
(p. 109). 
Same as traditional 
feminist. 
Same as traditional 
feminist . 
Responsihility for rou -
tine care shifted from 
professional experts to 
women themselves. 
All participants en-
couraged to share in 
observing, advising, 
treating, and beinii; 
treated. 
*Adapted from Ruzek, S. 8 .: The women's health movemeut: feminist alternatives to medical control , New York, 1978. Prac~er Publi,hcr, . pp. 
,03-142. 
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traditional. More importantly, thi s philosop-
hy doesn't fully recognize the importance of 
professional care, and accordingly is almost 
fully ignored by the health care field. The 
remaining two have several strong points which 
if combined could begin to produc e the type of 
facility which will gain the accepta nce of the 
health care community, and at the same time 
meet those new requirements placed upon the 
system by society's changing attitude towards 
health care delivery. 
Combining these two philosoph ies would 
lend itself easily to a f aci lity with the 
following characteristics: 
* The setting could be a pro g re ssive 
clinic. 
* The dominant role will rem ain in the 
hands of the professionals for r easo n s of 
monetary reimbursements, as well as 
protecting the liability of the facility. 
Yet, care will also be provided as much 
as possible by para-professi o nals who 
will try to determine what kind of care 
each individual requires. It is al s o , 
expected for each woman to be interested 
and involved in their own health care. 
* All participants; including physici ans 
and staff are expected to increa se th ei r 
knowledge base from a va r iet y of so ur ces 
and contacts ranging from: lay health 
workers, family and fr ien d s , nur se s , 
physicians, and participation in health 
discussion groups and self-help classes 
taught through thi s facility a nd other s . 
* The d i vi sio n of labor will he l es s 
he i rarch ic than i n the tracli tjnna I 
aut hor ita r ian approach . Lay women wil I 
30 
I 
I observe physicians responsibilities and 
actions, in order to better understand 
women's health problems and to insure 
quality care.IO 
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GOALS and OBJECTIVES: 
* To establish a progrum which will 
encourage health prevention as specified 
in the Florida State Health Plan , ( see 
Chart # 7). 
* To combine a ser ie s of ser vices· wh ich 
pr e v i ously h a ve been seperated. All in 
an eff ort to provide mor e effective 
care for the convienence o f the use r. 
* To realiz e that wom en a r e the primary 
health care decision makers fo r the 
family and from a market i n g point of v iew 
the facility that emmul a tes a n ima ge of 
health and well-bein g will have a better 
opportunity to act as a r efferal agency 
for the health care n eeds of the r est of 
the family. 
* To locate this service i n a si n g u lar 
facility which will encou r age comfort , 
accessibility and above all participat io n 
by all women throughout the commun it y. 
* To place this facility in an area wh ich 
will encourage use by both the career 
woman and the hom e maker alike . 
* To deal with the arch ite cture of this 
facility in a manner whi ch r ecog n izes the 
sens i t i v e i s sues o f w o 1.1 e n ' s I I ea 1 L h need s . 
* To recognize the fact that the health 
care industry is changing and t hat any 
facility h a s to hav e the ability to 
expand and change as required. 
Conalstent with the mulUcauaal per199ctlve, thrH Interrelated policy culdea 
were adopted u pert of the UH-tT_ Sut• Haalth Plan, u follow11 
1. A HOLmTlC CONCEPT OP HEALTH II !SPOUSED wmcH vmws 
MAN'S WELL-BEING AS A fllNCTION OP THI COMPLEM'ENTARY 
INTERACTION OP MIND, BODY, AND INYlRONMENT. · THI 
HOLISTIC CONCEPT OP BIALTH PLACD IMPHASIS ON 
PROMOTION OP WELL-BEING AND PUVENTION OP U.LK!SS. 
2. THE JU!,SOCRCES AV An.ABLI POR OROANIZKD RIAL TH CARJI 
ACTIVrr~ ARE i.lM?TED AND MUST, TH!R!POU, Bl tn'U..IZ!D TO 
THEIR OR!ATl!.ST !PPKCT. 
3. GIVEN A HOLISTIC CONCEPT OP HEALTH AND PlNrr! HEALTH 
RESOURCES, PRIORlTY SHOULD BK PLACED ON U{CREASDIO 
RESOURCES POR EFFECTIVE HEALTH PROMOTION AND PIUMARY "l-, 
CA RE WHll.E CONTAINING TO'l'AL HEALTH CARE COOTS. J , . 
DISSATISFACTION WITH THE CURRENT SYSTEM 
----
* The present high cost of health care. 
* Women are generally no lon ge r satisfied 
with the older types of relation ships 
between physicians, and clients, 
* Currently, the system doe sn 't always 
explain particular procedures a nd why 
particular drugs and devices are given to 
them. 
* Increasingly, the history and physical 
are being carried out in a hurry and the 
immediate provision of a prescription 
without discussion or consultation. 
* The lack of warmth and a feelin c of 
impersonal regard in the physician/ pa-
tient relationship. 
* The inability to discuss and consult 
with a physician with regard to the 
various options which are availabl e . 
* Most importantly, women just don't feel 
that they are partners in their health 
decisions.II 
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HEALTH PROBLEMS RESULTING FROM ROLE CHANGES 
----
Between 1960 and 1970 the total number of 
women in the work force increased 18 % to a 
total of 33.3 million.12 With the larBest 
increase occuring in the age gro up und er 35 
years old.13 This fact illustrates how 
women are removing themselves from their 
stereo-typical image as housewives and ventu-
ring out into a society which was until recen-
tly male dominated. One of th e results of 
this move is that women are begining to expe-
rience those health problems which were pri-
marily seen in men. These problems r elate to 
cardiovascular problems, job stress, and prob-
lems which are considered to be more job spe -
cific. An example of the later can be seen 
in the respiratory problems which nre related 
to the textile industry, which undoubtedly has 
seen an increase in the number o f female em-
ployees over male employees both in employee-
ment and job related illness.14 
Many female occupations are hi gh ly hazar<lou~ 
and physically stressful, as chart 19 
documents. Coupled with the implications of 
the current role changes on the health care 
system an interesting senario is cr eated . In 
1978, women led in all categories of acut e 
conditions, except one , injuries, (see chart 
#10). An acute condition is an illness or 
injury which lasts less than three months and 
involves one or more days of restricted acti-
vity or medical attention.IS Undoubtedly, as 
women continue to enter the labor force these 
figures will have a positive shift in all 
categories, showing an e ven greater number o( 
female acute conditions, which seems to rein-
11, 
force the need for 
typical obstetrical 
(see appendix A for 
chronic conditions). 
preventiv e care beyond the 
and g ynecolo gica l senario , 
information r elating t o 
Chart #9 
Occupational Exposures in Female Jobs 
Examples of Occupational Exposures in Predominantly Female Jobs 
01:1:upolion Exposurl's 
1. To:dile and RelatP.d Operativus 
a. Tuxtilu operatives raw cotton dust. noise . synthetic:- fiber dusts . 
formaldr.hyde. heat. dyes . flam .. retardants. 
ashestos 
h. Sewcn1 and stitchors 
r: . Upholsh,rl'rs 
cotton and synthetil; fiber dusts . nois,i. for-
maldchydtt . orKanir. solvPnts . flame rrtar-
daots . asbestos 
snmfl as aho\'" 
(Snow xpm:ilk 1:hflmic.1ls ,mcounlnml in th" abnvH rn:cupations art• : ht>nzr.n r. . 
tnhwni, . trii:hlorrn·lhyltint· . pnchl•m111thyl""'' · chloropn•n" . slyri,n,• . carhon di-
Nulficl.,.J 
2. Hospital/Health Personnel 
a. ReKiNlnrnd nurses . ai,fos. ord1•rli1?S an,isthctic i,:a~o·s . ethylene ox ide . x-r.iy radi J-
tiun. 11koh11I. infot:tious disf!asPs . pun cture 
wounds 
b. Dental hy11ionists 
c. l.11lmrat11r·• wurki,rs 
(dlnical ancl rmu,an:hl 
x-ray ra11i11tton . m11rr:ury . ultrasonic: noise. 
llnt,,.lhHtic l(ilXl'll 
willii varil't}' of ruxic i:h.,mic:als . indudin11 
1:11r1:i11111(1'nl' . 11111tai:1•11s an1l t,•ral11111 ·ns . ,,:-ra~· 
raclial i11n 
J . Elcc:tronic:s Assi,mbltirs luad , tin . antimony . lrir.hloroethyle ne . 
methylene chloride . epoxy resins . methyl 
ethyl ketone 
4 . Hairdressr.rs and Cosmetologists 
SD: :1IRI-¥ER 
hair spray !'1111ns (polyvinyl pyrolidonel. 
aerosol propellants (freons). halogenated 
hydror.arbons . hair dylls . solvents of nail 
polish . benzyl air.oho!. ethyl alcohol. 
acetone 
V i 
t:xamples of Occup.-tlonal Exposures in Predominantly Female Jobs 
Occupation 
, . Cleuning Personnel 
a. Launderers 
b. Dry cleaners 
I\ . Photographic Procesaors 
7. Plaatlc Fabricator, 
a. Oonwstics 
9. Transportation Op11ratlve1 
10. Sign Palntors and Loltertm1 
11. CIHrh:al Personnel 
12 . Oplid 11n1 and Lt1ni1 Grinders 
13 . Printing Operatives 
Exposure~ 
soaps. detergonts . enzymes . heat . hum icli ty. 
Industrially contamlnaled clothing 
perchloroethylene. trlchloroethylene. stod-
dard solvent (naphtha). benzene. indus-
trially contaminated clothing 
caustlca, Iron salts, mercuric chloride . 
bromides. Iodides. pyrogalllc acid . and 
1ilv11r nitrate 
acrylonltrlle, phenol-formaldehydes. urea-
formeldehydes, hexamethylen•tetramlne. 
acida. alhll111. peroxide, vinyl chloride . 
poly1tyrene. vlnylldene chloride 
111lvunll. hy,lrocarbons. srn1ps. 1l1!hirl(nnts. 
bleaches, ulkuli11s · 
carbon monoxide, polynucluar aromatics . 
lead and other combustion products of 
gasoline. vibration , physical struues 
lead oxide, lead chromatP. pigments , 
eplchlorohydrin , titanium dioxide . trace 
metals , xyleno, toluen11 
physical strnsst1s, pnnr illuminotion. 
trichloroulhylunc . r.arhou 11:lrachloricl i, JnJ 
various other cleanen. asbestos In air cond i-
tioning 
coal tar pitch volatiles. iron oxide Just 
i1olv11nt1 . hydrocarbons 
ink mist,. 2-nitropropanc . mothanol 1.Jrbon 
tetrachloride , methylene chloride . lead . 
noise , hydrocarbon solvents . 
trichloroelhylene, toluen11. btinzonc. lrace 
metals 
Soun- ~: AmHri ca r. Co ll" R" nf Ohstetrid ,on s ,1111 1 Cynecolo11 is11 . Guidrlin,.. on Prr·11n1111, ·~ und \ \ ', irk 
(\Vash i11111on. O.C. : U.S. De partment of H,•.llh . Edur.allon , and w.,lfare . Pubhc 11 .,ollh S11rvic.1• . Cunl cr 
for Dlau111 Control. Nal ional lnslltule for Occupallonai Safety and Huhh . 19771 : 64 - 1111 . 
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Chart #10 
Number of Acute Conditions 
Number of acute conditions per 100 persons per year, by age, sex, 
condition group: United States, 1978* 
Sex and condition group All ages Under 6 years 6-16 years 17-44 years 45 years and over 
Both sexes 
All acute conditions 218.2 387 .6 
Infective and parasitic diseases 24.7 64 .5 
Respiratory conditions 115.8 206.6 
Upper respiratory conditions 59.1 133.9 
Influenza 50.3 56.0 
Other respiratory conditions 6.3 16.7 
Digestive system conditions 10.7 14 .0 
Injuries 33 . l 33 .5 
All other acute conditions 33.9 69.0 
Male 
All acute conditions 207.l 403 .5 
Infective and parasitic diseases 22.8 72 . l 
Respiratory conditions !09.7 215.1 
Upper respiratory condi tions 55.3 134.5 
Influenza 48.3 63 .3 
Other respiratory conditions 6 .1 17 .3 
Digestive system conditions 10. l 10.7 
Injuries 38 .4 35.8 
All other acute conditions 26. l 69.7 
Female 
All acute conditions 228.5 370.8 
Infective and parasitic diseases 26.5 56.6 
Respiratory conditions 121.5 197.6 
Upper respiratory conditions 62.7 133.2 
Influenza 52.2 48.-1 
Other respiratory conditions 6.6 16.0 
Digestive system conditions 11 .3 17.5 
Injuries 28.1 31.0 
All other acute conditions 41.2 68 .2 
•Data are based on household interviews of the civilian noninstitu-
tionalized population. The survey design, general qualifications, and 
information on the reliability of the estimates are given in appendix I. 
Definitions of terms are given in appendix II. 
NOTES : Excluded from these statistics are all conditions involving 
neither restricted activity nor medical attention . 
272.9 224 .5 129. l 
36.9 22.3 9.-1 
152.8 116.6 66.7 
80.2 55.9 29.8 
66.5 55.5 31.9 
6.1 5.3 5.0 
13 .3 11.2 7 .-1 
39.6 36.4 24 .5 
30.3 37 .9 21.l 
261.6 202 .7 11-1 .-1 
34 .0 17 .2 7.7 
1-10.5 107.7 5/U 
70.1 51 .0 26.6 
63 .3 52.3 27 .5 
7.0 4 .4 4.2 
14 .0 10.6 6.5 
48.8 44 .0 24 . l 
24 .4 23.2 17.7 
284 .6 244 .9 1-11. -1 
40.0 27.1 10.7 
165.5 125.0 73 .7 
90.7 60.5 32.5 
69.8 58.4 35.6 
5.1 6.1 5.6 
12.7 11 .9 8.2 
30. l 29.2 24 .9 
36.4 51.7 23 .8 
The appropriate relative standard errors of the estimates shown in this 
table are found in appendix I , figures I and VI. 
Adapted from Givens, J.: Current estimates from the health 111terv1t·w 
survey: United States, 1978, Series 10, No. 130, Wash ington. D.C . . 
Nov. 1979, U.S. Department of Health, Education and Wclbrt' , 
National Center for Health Statistics. 
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Existing Services 
EXISTING SERVICES 
Since women are the primary health care 
decision makers for the family there is an 
important marketing opportunity for an · exis-
ting hospital to affiliate itself with a faci-
lity which will provide the types of services 
which women are looking for, (these services 
will be discussed in a later section). Thi s 
affiliation will allow those procedures 
requiring a high level of skill and technology 
to be performed within the hospital and remain 
within its proper setting . This would include 
labor and delivery, and some of the more com-
plicated medical/surgical procedures which 
can't be performed on an outpatient basis. 
3 '1 
ASSOCIATION WITH HOSPITAL 
In this instance the hospital affiliation is 
with Memorial Medical Center of Jacksonville. 
Founded in 1969, Memorial Medical Center of 
Jacksonville is one of the leading health ca re 
providers serving North-Florida and South-East 
Georgia. It is their philosophy to place a 
great deal of emphasis on personal i zed patjent 
services, as well as the applicalion of 
advanced technology to the practise of 
medicine. Memorial, since it's inception has 
always been at the fore-front of 
Jacksonville's health care industry when it 
comes to new health concepts and technolo g y. 
A 353-bed, not-for-profit region al 
facility, Memorial Medical Center offers a 
comprehensive array of medical and surgical 
services, with five major specialty areas: 
ambulatory care, critical care, cardiac care, 
perinatal care, and emergency care. Also, 
part of the medical complex, is the Re g jonal 
Rehabilitation Center, a 110-bed hospital for 
physically disabled patients. In adrliition, 
Memorial Medical Center provides a constantly 
expanding variety of health and educat io n 
services to meet the growing health care 
demands of Jacksonville and it's surrounding 
communities.16 
At this time Memorial Medical Ce nter ha s 
an existing women's health program, whi c lt is 
located within the hospital. Their de si re now 
is to locate within a community based facility 
as many of the following servic es as possibl e' . 
1':l 
Currently, Memorial Medical 
provides the followinng services as 
their women's health program: 
Center 
part of 
* Perinatal Division: An innovative 
approach to childbirth. The center ha s 
six birthing rooms, a three-room opera-
ting suite, a neo-natal intensive car e 
u n i t a·n d ' bi r thing - i n ' n u rs e r i es a d j a c en t 
to patient rooms. The center utiliz e s 
the primary care concept of nursing, with 
one perinatal nurse responsible for the 
needs of both the mother and the baby. 
_! Medical/Surgical Division: This nrca 
provides genera 1 medic a 1 r, ;1 d s u r g i ca 1 
care for women in addiLion to such 
specialties as gynecology, obstetr ics , 
urology and plastic surgery. The divi-
sion has a three-room operating suite and 
a nursing staff specially trained to meet 
the needs of their female patients_. 
! Ambulatory Division: This divis io n 
consists of four programs. the first of 
these programs is the Regional Genetic 
Center, which provides prema rital, pren a -
tal and family genetic counselin g as well 
as cytogenetic analysis of tissue s and 
amniocentesis testing. The next pro g r am 
is the Regional Breast Diagnostic Center, 
which provides both examinations nnrl 
diagnostic procedures for the ea rly dete-
ction of breast disease. Diagnostic 
procedures include ma mmo g r aphy , ultr a-
sound, and spectrascan. The center nl s o , 
prov id es i n s t r u c t i on i n t he s cl f - e x n :n i. -
nation procedure of Mammncare . 'fhi s 
divi si on also has a Osteoporosis Diagnos-
tic Center, which aids pc1tient s c11H I Ll1 e ir 
t, o 
physictans in the diagnosis of osteoporo-
sis, a regul atory system disorder which 
results in a destructive loss of calcium 
from the bone, (see appendix E). The 
center uses a safe non-invasive procedure 
to measure the mineral count in the bone, 
which allows a patient's physician to 
prescribe treatment to prevent crippling 
hip fractures and spinal deformities. 
The latest addition to this division is 
an!..!!. Vitro Fertilization-Embryo Transfer 
Program, which provides infertile couple s 
with a pregnancy they could not conceive 
themselves. The program is the first in 
Jacksonville and only the second in Florida. 
* Educational Division: This division 
offers informational programs for all 
women. Included among these pro3rams are 
perinatal and parenting classes; premen-
strual syndrome support groups ; \/omen's 
health courses; stress mana g ement pro g -
rams, and balanced diet cooking cla sses . 
The overall purpose of this division ls 
to promote health awareness throu g h prog-
rams presented by interesting and infor-
mative experts on a variety of health 
related topics.17 
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SURVEY OF EXISTING FACILITY 
Since, it has already been determined 
that the health care service s provjded by tl1 e 
c u r r e n t s y s t em a r e n o t a d e q u cl t e i n t h e i r 
attempt to provide helath care to women it is 
necessary to research and find out what 
services are required and what ser vice s wom en 
are looking for when they seek out health 
care. For the purpose of this project the 
information is available from two so urce s . 
The first sauce is Memorial Nedical Ce nt e r, 
whose participation has been explained in the 
previous section. The other source comes from 
a survey which was sent out to a variety of 
'womens health centers' around the country, ( a 
sample of this survey can be found in appendix 
B). 
Essentially, this survey asked each 
facility to list all of the services they 
provide. For further information about this 
survey see appendix B. Dasically, the s urvey 
responses suggested that women today arc loo-
king for care in areas beyond obstetric s nnd 
gynecology. The following list is a breakdown 
of the major services areas which the s urvey 
responses suggested. 
Obstetrical/Gynecological Health Services 
Pregnancy Testing 
·Birth Control 
Fertility Awareness 
Prescription 
Ob/Gyn Testing 
Laboratory 
Pap Smears 
Va gi nal Infection Lab Tests 
Urinary Infection l.ab Te s ts 
l1 ? 
Veneral Disease Testing 
Sickle Cell Testing 
Allergy Injections 
Abortion 
Orthopedics 
COUNSELING: 
Career Planning and Ernpl oy eement 
Referrals to Social Agenci es , 
Lawyers, Doctors a nd Psycologists 
Pre-Marital Counseling 
Pro-se Divorce Workshops 
Support Groups 
Sexuality Counseling 
EDUCATION: 
Healing Wellness Clinics 
Self Exam Classes; Breast and Cervix 
Prenatal Education 
S e 1 f - He l,p C 1 i n i c s 
LIBRARY/RESOURCE CENTER 
The organizational breakdown of the se rvi ces 
suggested by the survey are different than 
that of the hospital. It's major headings are: 
Medical 
Counseling 
Educational 
Library 
The emphasis in this breakdown is in 
health promotion and prevention which is espe -
cially applicable to a facility that is going 
to be placed with in .'.l community. The or nani-
zation that the hospital has created is appro-
priate for a facility which is gea red to tre.'.1-
ti.ng clients with more serious health prol>-
1. ems . 
I, 1 
The combination of these two organiza-
tions will allo w immediate health needs · ancl 
general health maintenance needs to be met 
within the community. While other hcnlth 
needs of a more complicated nature can easily 
be referred to Memorial Medical Center, which 
is specifically organized to handle s uch 
clients. 
11 L1 
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SERVICES 
1). In addition to those service s 
provided by the survey, the hospit a l has 
several other services which it would Jike to 
provide at this facility. Tho s e s ervic e s 
would be: 
The Genetic Center 
The Breast Diagnostic Center 
The Osteoporosis Diagnostic and 
Treatment Center. 
The hospital also anticipat e s having a 
staff of qualified physicians at thi s 
facility. This staff will be primarily made 
up of Obstetricians and Gynecolo g i s t s . 
However, since this facility is a s socinte<l 
with a major hospital each client will have 
the availability of all s ervices and 
physicians that she might requir e . 
2). The following is a combined li s tin ~ 
of those services which will be provid e d at 
this facility. 
MEDICAL: 
Obstetrical/Gynecolor,icnl Health Service s 
Routine Obstetrical Exams 
Routine Gynecological Exams 
Pregnancy Testing 
Birth Control 
Fertility Awareness 
Prescription 
Ob/Gyn Testing 
Lab 
Pap Smears 
Vaginal Infection Lab Test s 
Urinary Infection Lab Te s t s 
Ven e ral Disease Te stin g 
/1 ', 
Sickle Cell Testing 
Allergy Injections 
Cytonic Analysis 
Breast Diagnostic Exams 
Osteoporosis Diagnostic/Treatment 
COUNSELING: 
EDUCATION: 
Career Planning and Employeemcnt 
Referrals to Social Agencies, 
Lawyers, Doctors 8nd Psycolo-
gists. 
Pre-Marital Counseling 
Pro-se Divorce Workshops 
Support Groups 
Sexuality Counseling 
Genetic Counseling 
Healing Wellness Clinics 
Self Exam Classes; Breast and Cervix 
Prenatal Education 
Self Help Clinics 
IIealth Awareness Groups 
LIBRARY/RESOURCE CENTER 
PHYSICIANS:(accessible to all clients) 
Gynecologists 
Obstetrician 
Urologists 
Plastic Surgeon 
E.N.T. Pysician 
Orthopedics 
Pediatrician 
Psychiatrist 
11 (, 

USER GROUPS: 
The Client: 
Age:In this user gr oup it is anticipated 
that their basic age ran g e will he 
between 15 and 44 years old since this 
age group generates the majority o~ all 
physician visits for all women, (sec 
Chart #11). This age group is a]"o 
chosen since they will be more acceptable 
to a change in the current system. 
Income: The targeted income ran ge for 
this group is in the moderate to high 
range. This is in order to attract 
clients that can afford to p~y for the 
services. Also, at this point a number 
of third party payers are not payin g for 
health promotion or education programs, 
but a change in this area is anticipated 
in the future. 
Health Problems: The physician visit s of 
this user group prima rily center around 
routine prenatal examinations with 
gynecological examinations, symptoms 
referable to the throat and general 
medical examinations comin g i n after 
that, (see Chart #11). 
Generally 
facility 
g roups. 
speaking the women 
can be placed into 
visiti n g 
on e of 
1. Health promotion and maintenance 
this 
three 
2. llealth prob]ems associated Hith 
pregnancy. 
3. All other he,3lth pro bl ei;1s not 
associate d with pregnancy. 
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Chart #11 
Leading Reasons for Office Visits 
National E$timate, of the Five uading Rea.son, for Office Vuit.t for 
Women 15 Years and Ollur During 1977• 
AC& 
151111My.n 
15 to 44 y.n 
4111064 y .... 
• y.n and older 
ftlNCIPAL - POii ~,arr 
1. rr-alal nwninedoe, ,-lille 
. I. Symptoms, ......tile to tliro. 
'- 3. Acne or pimp&.. 
'- Cy1MCOlop:al eumiutioa 
S. Had cold, upper respinlory laf.c:tloa 
, 1> Prenalal e-iaallaa, .-cuw 
'i Cynec,olopcal ._inatioa 
3. P•topentlw vi11t 
'- Ceaenl medical namiudoft 
S. Symptoms relrnb&e to tliro. 
l . Blood preslllff test 
"'l. Poatopentlve vlait 
3. Ccnenl medical naminatioa 
'- Cyaec,olop,al ._"*'°" 
S. Hypme,uioa 
1 . . '11ooc1 pl'fllllff lest 
I. c.-nl medal naminatioa 
3. H ypmet11ion 
, . c~ eumlnatioft 
S. Chest pain and related symptoms 
(- referable to bod~ sylteml 
IR/Wa&a 
(DI TIIOUIAH DI) 
1,305 
1.2:60 
U57 
1,8811 
1,200 
10.:372 
4,884 
3.197 
1,545 
I.3M -
4,lll 
1.983 
1.722 
l.4Sf 
l,'46 
4,085 
1.194 
1. 124 
1,639 
1,:163 
•Adapted &om United States Public Haith Semce. Vital and HH!th Statistics: Oflke Visits by Womm: 
11,e Natioul Ambulat~ Medical C- Survey, United Stales, urr.. Wuhinl(lon. D.C., United Stales 
o.p.n-t ol HHlth, Ed...noa, ..d w.i-.. DHEW Pllbllcatioft No. 80-17116, Mardi UMO. 
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The Physician: 
This group is generally con s id e r e d to be 
made up of youn g , female pract i tion e r s 
who place a high degree of e mph as i s on 
the personal i zed care of th e ir pa t i en ts . 
The location of this f a cility wou_ld Le 
strategically located in an aren be tw ee n 
the physician's home and the va riou s 
hospitals at which they pr a cti s e, (s ee 
Chart /112). 
The Staff: 
It is also assumed that the staf f of th is 
facility would be made up of women. Th e 
number and responsibilities of th e st a f f 
will depend directly on the typ es of 
services the facility will provid e . A 
quick look at the s ervices that th is 
facility is providing will show th a t n o 
matter what the staff at this fac i li t y 
will definitely be a multi-disciplinary 
one. 
l1g 
Chart #12 
Physician Daily Pattern 
Another Office 
l 
Home • 
Hospital B 
Meetings 
/ 
~ 
Hospital A 
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Introduction to Jacksonville 
Introduction to Jacksonville: 
Population: 
"Jacksonville has exhibited considerable 
growth in population, employment and income 
since 1970. Population, which stood at 
528,865 in 1970, has grown to an estimated 
584,631 in 1977, an overall growth rate of 11 
percent. Population growth is dependent on 
natural in population as well as in- mi g ra-
tion. While birth rates have declined since 
1970, the State of Florida and Jacksonville 
have continued to grow as a result of in-
migration. Based on this fact, the population 
of Jacksonville has been projected to continue 
to increase in the future, reaching a level of 
864,175 by the year 2005. 
The estimation of population is affect e d 
by average household size as well as the 
number of occupied dwelling unit s . Avera g e 
household size has decreased rapidly over the 
last two decades, reflecting changes in 
lifestlyes and declining birth rates. The 
average household size has declined from 3 . 40 
in 1960 to 3.14 in 1970 and to an estima ted 
2.89 in 1978. 
'J.1 
Economic Base: 
Jacksonville's economy is a reflection of 
its industrial mix. The cyclical hl ;,; hcr wa g e 
manufacturing industries arc less common to 
the area; therefore, while Jacl:so nville has 
lower levels of unemployeement, wa ge s and 
salaries are also below the natjon a l n vcra gc. 
~edian household income has incre a sed from a 
1970 level of $6,642 to a current estimate of 
$11,274. 
Major elements in the city's e cono mic 
make-up are: 
* The port which is estimated to employ 
6,000 workers in non-military waterfront 
activities. 
* Distribution activities, many of which 
are tied directly or indirectly to th e 
port. 
* The Navy with an estimated 14,00 0 s hore 
based personnel and civilians. An 
additional 20,000 servicemen ar e 
Jacksonville based Navy personnel sta g ed 
at various sites on Navy vessels both 
here and abroad. Approximatley 12 percent 
of Jacksonville's income is accounted fo r 
by the navy. 
* Finance, insurance anrl real estate. 
During the past thirty years, 
Jacksonville has come to be recognized n s 
both a state and regional center for 
finance and insurance activities. 
r;;:, 
Potentials: 
The following factors could have a major 
impact on the economy of Jacksonvill e : 
* Construction of th e Dame Po i nt Brid g e 
would i mprove acc es s to port fn ci l i t ies 
and port related industri a l l a nd s . 
* Downtown Redevelopment P l a n; th e 
progress of the Downtown De v e lo pment P l a n 
is important to the city. Si nc e 19 7 2 , 
over $200 million i n public cap i t a l 
improvements have been com mi t te d i n 
accordance with the Downtown Pla n b y th e 
Jacksonville City Councjl. Th e pro po sed 
Downtown People-Mover and relat e d tran s i t 
system would greatly improve th e 
transportation network. 
* Expansion of Naval f a cilities a t Kin g ' s 
Bay, Georgia and in Jacksonvil le coul d 
have a significant i mp a ct o n 
Jacksonville's economy. 
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Economic Development Strategy: 
The economic clement of the introduction 
includes strategies for economic development 
suited to economic resources and conditions in 
the city. The recommended strategies are: 
* Restructure the economy by selectively 
seeking/promoting high wa ge indust~ies. 
* Encourage economic nctivity in which 
the region has already demonstrated an 
advantage and indicated potential for 
further development. These activities 
include port activities, distribution, 
finance , insurance, real estate, and 
tourism. 
* Emphasize investment in areas of the 
city which conform to the locational 
factors highlighted in the re ~i onal 
industrial location study and the land 
use element. 
* . Continue implementation of plans n nd 
programs for improvement of downtown 
Jacksonville. 
* Prepare the city with adequate 
investments and services to 
advantage of growing markets in 
region. 
public 
t ake 
the 
* Support further development of the Port 
of Jacksonville. 
* Support the further development of 
Jacksonvill as a tourist attraction. 
* Encourage the development of 
intern at ion a 1 banking in J a c I~ son vi 1 1 e • 
This is especially important if 
Jacksonville establishes a free trade 
zone."18 
si, 
Determining Location in City 
Determining Where!..£ Locate in the City: 
The purpose of this section is no t to 
provide a site, instead it is Lo determine a n 
area which best meets the criter ia . This 
criteria will be fully explored l ate r in this 
section. With 840 s qu a re ~i~es Jac-
kson ville, Florida ~ffers a wide var iety of 
locations for this facility. Even t ho u gh 
Memorial l ledical Ce nter ha s it's own se rv i ce 
area, (see Chart -# 13-15), it cover s approxima -
tely half of the city and doesn't re ally be c in 
to define a specific area of town to locate 
this facility. 
Methodology for Determining Location: 
In order to determine the opt i ;n u r:1 
location within the city it is nec essa ry to 
establish a set of criteria to u se as a 
judging factor. Once the cr ite r ia is 
established the city has to he d i vided up into 
logical and mana gable districts, ( see Cha rt 
#16) . At this point the top three optim um 
areas for each criteria were loc a t ed . The 
next step is to evaluate the criteri a and 
determine an appropriate location. To rnake 
this evaluation, a very simplistic meth odology 
was used. Each district was g iv e n a r ank for 
each category, with sixteen bein g the hi ghest 
reward and one being the lowest rew a rd. Afte r-
wards each district's results were tabulated 
and the district with the hi g hest s core wus 
considered to be the opti mum a r ea t o loc ;:1Lc 
in, ( s ec Chart 17-1 9 ). 
'----------------------------~--------------------------------'>5 
Chart #13 
Service Region Map of Memorial Medical 
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Chart #14 
Duval County Service Region, by Number 
Patient Origin Study 
Commitment Indices Jan. - June 1983 
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Chart #15 
Duval County Service Region, by Percent 
Patient Origin Study 
Relevance Indices Jan. - June 1983 
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Chart #16 
Service District Breakdown 
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CHART #17 
DEMOGRAPHIC TABULATIONS 
District Estimated Average Number of Number of Number of 
Number Population Median Women In Women Women 45 Yrs. 
Total Rank 
Growth Income Labor Force Ages of 15-44 and Over Score 
1 14 8 5 10 10 47 7 
2 13 12 10 15 13 63 14 
3 16 14 7 9 9 55 · 13 
4 16 16 14 14 14 74 16 
5 12 4 8 16 15 55 12 
6 11 5 6 13 16 51 10 
7 14 9 2 1 1 27 3 
8 11 3 4 6 7 31 4 
9 13 11 13 3 3 43 5 
10 16 6 16 4 4 46 6 
11 16 15 15 11 11 68 15 
12 12 7 12 12 12 55 11 
13 12 13 11 8 6 50 9 
14 11 2 3 5 5 26 2 
15 15 1 1 2 2 21 1 
16 15 10 9 7 8 49 8 
An 
CHART #18 
DEMOGRAPHICS FOR THE 
CITY OF JACKSONVILLE 
District Estimated Population Average Median 
Number r.rnwth lnl"nmP 
1 1.64% 19,180.00 
2 1.50% 20,670.00 
3 2.95% 25,400 .00 
4 2.95% 27,350.00 
5 1.41% 16,250.00 
6 0.45% 17,750 .00 
7 1.64% 19,500.00 
8 0.45% 15,600.00 
9 1.50% 20,200 .00 
10 2.95% 18,000.00 
11 2.95% 26,750 .00 
12 1.41% 18,250 .00 
13 1.41% 22,930 .00 
14 0.45% 14,560.00 
15 (0.87%) 10,180.00 
16 1.82% 19,850.0.0 
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CHART #19 
DEMOGRAPHICS FOR THE 
CITY OF JACKSONVILLE 
District Total Number of Number of Number of Number of 
Number Women over Women In Women Women 45 Yrs. 15 years old Labor Force Ages of 15-44 and Over 
1 5,455 2,774(51%)* 3,600(66%)* 5,638(37%)* 
2 12,608 6,693(53%) 9,212(73%) 3,735(30%) 
3 3,819 1,994(52%) 2,456(64%) 1,447(38%) 
4 3 ,619 2,143(60%) 2,595(72%) 1,075(30%) 
5 9,274 4,825(52%) 7,088(76%) 2,461(27%) 
6 5 ,555 2,796(51%) 4,016(72%) 1,432(26%) 
7 6,773 3,557(43%) 9,195(37%) 4,426(65%) 
8 26,143 13,031 (50%) 15,289(58%) 11 ,475(44%) 
9 29 ,343 16,937(58%) 23, 703(50%) 14,930(50%) 
10 19,003 10, 150(75%) 9,920(52%) 9,444(50%) 
11 13,027 9,181(70%) 8,826(68%) 4,521(35%) 
12 6,660 3,604(55%) 4,604(69%) 2,159(32%) 
13 22 ,908 12,076(53%) 14,135(62%) 10,284(45%) 
14 25,717 12,303(48%) 14,044(55%) 12,173(47%) 
15 23,679 8,012(31%) 11,549(49%) 12,519(53%) 
16 11 ,857 6,364(53%) 7,014(59%) 5, 102(43%) 
* These percentages are based on a comparison of each category to the total number of women 
over 15 years old. Example: Comparing in District One the number of women in the labor force to 
the total number of women over 15 years old gives us 2,774/5,455= 51%. 
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Criteria for Determining Location 
* Average Income 
* Projected Growth Rate 
* Number of Women over 1 5 Years Old, 
,:: The Number of Homen in the Labor Force 
* Th e N um b e r o f \,Jome n Be t we e n 1 5 a n-d 4 5 
Years Old 
* The Number of Women over 45 Years Old. 
Average Income: As it has been previously 
mentioned the targeted income level of this 
facility is in the moderate to high ran ge . 
This is based on the assumption that the 
facility is looking for a clientcl e whi ch can 
afford to pay for the services rendered. Als o , 
it isn't anticipated that many third payers 
will be providin g reimbursement for the health 
promotion services which this facility will Ge 
providing. However, this is anticipated to he 
changing soon. See Chart #20. 
Projected Population Growth Rate: The intent 
of this category is to locate the facility in 
an area which is anticipating rapid and 
continous growth. This way a facility of thi s 
nature will have a chance to grow and be 
accepted into the community at the same tine. 
See Chart #21. 
Total Number of Women Over 15 Years Old :T l1j s 
category has been established to us~s :i 
manner for comparing the next three to pics . 
Each of the next three topics use the 
population of each district as it co~pares to 
this cate go ry as a way of comin g up Hith n 
number that can be justi finbly compared witl1 
the remaining districts. See Chnrt #22 . 
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The Number of Women in the Labor Force: This 
- ---
criteria is us ed as a basis for determining 
which areas have a high population of working 
women. The assumption here is that these arc 
the type of women who will be expe r iencing 
job-related illnesses and require care beyond 
t he Ob s t e t r i c i a n a n cl G y n e c o 1 o 1: i s t . Th c s e 
women are seen as one of th e primary users of 
this type of facility. See Chart #23 . 
The Number of Women Between 15 and 45: As was 
discussed inan earlier section this a3e r; roup 
pre-dominately seeks care in the are3 of 
routine prenatal examinations, gynecolo g ical 
examinations, symptoms referable to the throat 
and general medical exams. Another rea son for 
looking at this group is ~o find a n area with 
a high percentage of young people. The 
rational is that the area should be nn area of 
anticipated growth. Also, it is gene r ally 
accepted that a younger popualtion is less set 
in their ways and is more responsive to change 
and new ideas. This group is also seen as a 
primary user of this facility. See Chart #24. 
The Number of Women over 45 Years Old: This 
criteria is simply e~tablished in order to 
determine which sections of town have hi g h 
concentrations of elderly peopl e . These areas 
reflect those portions of town which are 
experiencing little or no g rowth. Also, by 
this point in life most people hnv e 
established routines, and have become 
accustomed to seeing their re gular phy s ician . 
Accordingly it is not anticipated that this 
facility will att ract a significant portion of 
this population. See Chart #25 . 
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Chart #23 
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Chart #25 
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Analysis of Site Alternatives 
ANALYSIS OF SITE ALTERNATIVES: 
---
Essentially there are only two 
developable areas in district four . Doth are 
at the intersection of 1-295 one at S tate Road 
13 and the other at Old St . Au g usti ne Road. A 
look at the advanta ges nnd di sad vant ages o[ 
each area clearly shows that Arca A is far 
superior to that of Area B. See Chart #26 . 
AREA A 
State RoaclT3-and I-295 
Advantage: 
* Soon will expand to five lanes 
* Three new shopping ares are planned for thi s 
area. 
* State Road 13 carries a majority of the 
districts traffic. 
.... 
.,.. 
* Accessible to residents of St. Johns County • 
New 9800 home development is scheduled for 
an area in north St. Johns County alon G 
State Road 13. 
* Higher income level 
* This road carries a majority of the traffic 
traveling along the east bank of Lhe S t . 
Johns River. 
Disadvantages: 
* High property costs 
* Limit to the amount of available land 
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Chart #26 
Map of Areas 'A' and 'B' 
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Developable areas any-
where else place the facility 
too far into the community 
and deny it the public expo-
sure it requires. 
U.S. 1 
Old 
St. Augustine Ad. 
7 1 
AREA I3 
Old St. Augustine Road and I-295 
Advantages: 
* Availability of land 
* Lower land cost 
Disadvantages: 
* Primarily utilized by short-cut traffic 
* Lower income level 
* Semi-rural area , most properties are one 
plus acre tracts. 
Unfortunately, this only leaves on area 
to look for a site. Accordingly the limits of 
the search were extended to an ndjaccnl 
district, (district eleven), this di s trict is 
ranked number two so, it is a lo g ical choic e . 
In district eleven there nrc two areas 
which show merit. Both of which arc 
experiencing rapid development and appear to 
be similar in many respects to Area One. 
So, along with area one in district four 
there are a total of three nreas to evalu~te. 
See Chart #27. 
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Description of Areas 
DESCRIPTION OF THE THREE AREAS 
--
Area One: This area is located at the 
intersection of I-295 and State Road 13, ( s ec 
chart 1/28), this area has a general compila-
tion of commercial and retail shops . On the 
opposite side of the interstate from the site 
is an Emergency/Immediate care center. This 
is an independently operated facility, which 
poses no problem to this facility. There arc 
also a series of office complex's in the aren 
which will undoubtedly contain medical of-
fices. This should not be completed until 
after this project. These medical offices are 
not a factor, because of their later comple-
tion date, which means that any physicians 
that are opposed to this facility will more 
than likely locate somewhere else. 
Area Two: This area is also located on S .n. 
~n San Jose Blvd. approximately three mil e s 
from area one, (see chart /129) . San Jose Blvd. 
at this point is a five lane road made up of 
strip commercial developments. The residen-
tial areas are located directly behind this. 
They are accessible through side streets which 
act as collectors for San Jose Blvd ., which i s 
one the main arteries for this side of town. 
The nearest health care facility is a medical 
office park located about half a mile from the 
site. 
71 
Chart #27 
Locator Map 
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Area Three: This next area is located near the 
inters cc ti on ·of I- 9 5 an <l J • Turner I: u t 1 er 
lHvd., (see chart /130 ). This area is an office 
park development known as South Point. The 
entire area is commercial with very few resi-
dential areas near by. Accordin g to the long 
range plan of Jacksonville this area will 
continue to become more comnerci al intensive. 
Also, there is a medical office complex lo-
cated diagonally across from this site. Near-
by, there is St. Luke's which is one of the 
competing hospitals for this service district. 
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Criteria for the Appropriate Site 
CRITERIA FOR SELECTING THE APPROPRIATE SITE 
- -
The following criteria is used to 
evaluate a site located within each area. 
Proximity .!.Q. !!_ Major Artery: This r e lat es to 
the accessibility of the site as well as the 
public exposure that the site has. It should 
be very close to a major artery, visible but 
not directly accessible. 
Proximity .!.Q. the Neighborhood 'l'h is cat ego r y 
looks to see how close the site would be to 
various neighborhoods that are around it. 
Ideally there would be a close r e lationship to 
the neighborhood, yet not too close in order 
to maintain an image of acce ssi bility to all 
that pass by. 
Proximity to Retail: The site should be easily 
accessible when out shopping, so that 
spontaneous visits are not considered 
unreasonable. An effort should be made to 
blend in with the retail in order to lessen 
the intimidating effect which mo s t phys icia n 
v i s i t s g e n e r a t e • A 1 s o , t h e re 1 a t i o n s h i p \/ i t h 
the retail is imporL:int if any dialo ge bet1Je011 
the women of the community and this fncility 
is to be developed. 
Physician Accessibilty: Another considerat jon 
is whether or not this facility is out of th e 
way or does it easily become part of the 
physicians daily schedule. Essentially, to 
have this facility ns the first stop of th e 
day, before going on to the hospital or oth e r 
offices would be the optimum situation, ( sec 
Chart /112). 
Relationship .!._Q. other Physicians: There should 
be a seperation between physicians not 
directly affiliated with this facility, since 
it could provoke an unwanted conflict between 
existing Obstericlans and Gynecolo g ists and 
this facility. 
Relationship .!._Q. other Health Care Facilities 
As in the previous category a clo se 
relationship with other fncilities could 
provoke unwanted conflicts. !Iealth care 
facilities where a close relation s hip, 
(distance or otherwise), should be avoided . 
These facilities are those which are directly 
affiliated with any competiting hospitals. 
Travel Time to the Hospital: This faciU_ty is 
not planning to offer any services which deal 
with any emergencies on a routine uasi s . Ho-
wever, emergencies do occur and tliis facility 
should have an emergency action plan. This 
would entail the ability to get to an emer~en-
cy facility in a reasonable amount of tine . 
Using this criteria as a determin a nt 
selecting the optimum site lends to the 
clusion that the site in Area One is 
appropriate location for this facility . 
conclusion is demonstrated in Chart ll31. 
Each category is judged accordin g 
percentage, the optimum bein g a one. 
for 
con-
the 
This 
to a 
80 
Chart #31 
Site Evaluation Conclusions 
Site Evaluation 
Criteria Area Area Area A B C 
Proximity to Major Artery 0.75 0.50 o ._75 
Proximity to Neighborhood 0.50 0.50 0.25 
Proximity to Retail 0.75 0.50 0.25 
Physician Accesslblllty 0.75 0.50 0.50 
Relation to Other Physicians 0.75 0.50 0.50 
Relation to Other Health Care 0.75 0.50 0.25 Faclltles 
Travel Time to the Hospital 0.25 0.50 0.75 
Total 4.5 3.5 3.25 
q , 

Chart #32 
Issues 
ISSUES: 
.. 
personalized care 
sensitivity to needs 
integration 
multiple access 
clear circulation 
residential scale 
community interaction 
access to library 
11?. 
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Building Criteria 
Ct,art _134 
Buildmg Criteria 
ORGANIZATION 
Clustered 
·Radial 
Linear 
ACCESS 
multiple points of entry 
single point of entry 
Building Criteria 
.ci,q 
PARKING 
I bldg 1 
ORIENTATION 
reception rvice 
----1) ~ service 
---... } Q--) service 
----1) Q---) service 
check-in 
"::) 
1 
~ 
service 
I }service 
Building Criteria 
'"{q 
USER CIRCULATION 
·«~O!f,~ .. 
; ~rv,ce • ~er~,' aerce 
users O;) 
,-\~ .. 
. • ,:. :~ ·. ;: . .. 8 . "-. -·-· .. .. -...,. . ...... 
c:u, . "". ,. · , . erv1ces . , , .'° 
.. ~.. {...;;.;.; .. . . 
. . . .. . ; .. . ; ',. • ·'::·,:,;,-;::~;J 
"® 
J, ' 
·service 
-· 
(f/J) 
l . 
service 
0~ 
l 
service · 
STAFF CIRCULATION 
~ s·,-· ·1 ~ Jt<··· : ... tL~•-· ,_:._; ____ _ & .~ ... "~ _, . -c.! 
public staff - oublic 
staff 
staff-public 
public 
Building Criteria 
-, 
go 
Spatial Response to Functions 
..D 
Service Area: Administration 
Users 
Function, IFamlly/ INuralnglMedlca, Prof. 
Client Friends Staff Staff Staff 
Checking-in 
Appoint-
ments 
Payment 
Director 
Assist. 
Director 
Public 
Relations 
Director 
Finacial 
Director 
Computer 
Work Space 
Support 
Operations 
Circulation 
Staff 
Hygiene 
Record 
Storage 
Switchboard 
Commun. 
Secretary 
•1•1• 
•1•1•1• 
Spatial 
Response 
Reception 
desk 
Check-out 
desk 
Check-out 
desk 
Office 
Office 
Office 
Office 
Computer Room 
Print room 
Terminals 
Work Area 
Zerox 
Mechanical 
room 
Custodial 
Public coridors 
Staff corridors 
Toilets, 
Lounge 
Bookkeeper 
Record library 
Receptionist 
Offices, 
<;)pen office 
..0 
" 
,,;;n:;1 -v n,c "'ca. -~1ufa1 y, nc~:n:.,un;,c- vt:n u::r 
I 
Users 
Function Spatial 
Client Family/ Nursln Medlca Prof. Admln. Suppor Response 
Friends Staff Staff Staff Staff Staff 
Book Book shelves 
storage 
Reading I I I I I 1- I I Sitting ~rea 
for reading 
o· . I I I I I I I I meeting room, ~~ ~~ 
video stor. 
Video I I I I I I I I viewing area 
Display/ - - - - - - ~ideo display, exhibts d1Splay area 
Librarian • Office, ref-
rence desk 
--•-•-..-. ...... in4 
Public • • Toilet 
hygiene restr~m 
Staff • Toilet, 
hygiene restroom 
Literature • Pamplet, lit. 
distribution brochure area 
E~f~ange 1-1-1 I I I I I Exchange 
Circu::n ° =~ corridor 
staff corridor 
Support • Mechanical 
operations room 
custodial 
-----+-----1----+---~----'---.....,j...._ __ ....,. __ .....,j ___ _ 
Recieving/ • • distributioon Work space 
of books 
.D 
-.,.J 
Service Area: Counseling 
Users 
unction I Spatial Client !Family/ Nursing Medical Prof. Admln. Support Response 
Friends Staff Staff Staff Staff Staff 
Patient • • Sub-waiting 
Waiting Areas 
Patient/Staff li<>Ordinat,on 
Coordination 
p~~~~~ 1 • 1 I 1 • 1 I I ~i:~•ltation 
Resource area 
Referrals - Counsultation 
Offices 
Pre-Marital • Counseling • • Counsutation 
areas 
P~o- Se - - - Large discus-Divorce sion areas 
Workshop 
---"t'----t---+----t---+-----+---+-----+..,....--L a r g e discus-
Support I I I I I I I I sion areas 
Groups 
Sexuality • • • Consultation 
Counseling rooms 
Genet~ - - - - - - ;:,:~ltation 
Counseling 
Public • • Toilets, 
Hygiene restrooms 
Staff • Toilets, lockers 
Hygiene lounge, work-
space 
Staff corridor 
Circulation , , , , • , , , Public corridor 
Equip. • • • Equipment 
Storage room 
• 
Kitchenette, 
Eatin~/ I I I I I eating area 
Gathenna . lounge 
• • 
rec,eving 
Support custodial 
Operation mech. rm. 
Record • • , I Cor?in. area 
St 
business off. 
orage records lib, 
I.D 
Service Area: Education 
Function 
Client 
waiting 
Healing/ 
wellness 
clinic 
Self-
examination 
classes 
Prenatal 
education 
Self-help 
clinics 
Health 
awareness 
Weight 
control 
Fittness 
Public 
hygiene 
Circulation 
Equipment 
stora_g_e 
Public mtg.'s 
disscusions 
gatherings/ 
receptions 
Support 
groups 
Record 
storage 
Users 
Client I Family/ 1Nurslng1Medlca 
Friends Staff Staff 
Prof. 
Staff 
Admln. 
Staff 
•1•1•1•1•1• 
•1 1• 
• 
Spatial 
Response 
area, 
recpt. area 
Class room 
exercise area 
Classrooms 
individual 
learning areas 
classrooms 
Individual 
learning rooms 
classrooms 
Classrooms 
auditorium 
Learning 
kitchen 
Exercise area 
wet area 
Toilets, 
restrooms 
Public corridor 
staff corridors 
rooms 
Meeting rooms 
auditorium 
Reception 
area 
Kitchenette 
custodial 
mech. room 
Coordin. area 
business off. 
records libr. 
Service Area: Education cont. 
Users Spatial Function 
Client Family/ Nursing Medlca Prof. Admln. Support Response Friends Staff Staff Staff Staff Staff 
Client/staff 
• 
coordination 
coordination area offices 
.!) 
~, 
...0 
°' 
Service Area: Medical 
Users 
Function 1 
Client lfamlly/ Nursing Medical Prof. Admln. 1Suppor1 
Friends Staff Staff Staff Staff Staff 
Pt.!Staff I 
coordination I 1•1•1 1•1 
Ob. I 
examination I I I I I I 
Gyn. I I I I I I I 
examination 
Pregnancy I I I I I I I 
testing 
Birth l111l111l1111l1111I I I control 
-
Fertility 
awareness I - I - I I 1-1 I 
Presciption 
- - - -Ob./gyn. 
• • • testing Breast 
• • • 
diagnostic 
exam 
Oste~por- I IIII I 11111111111 I I OSIS 
d/t 
-
Public Ill Ill hygiene 
Circulation 
- - - - - - -
Staff I I ,.,., I I hygiene 
Equipment 
• • storage Eating/ 
• • gathering 
Spatial 
Response 
Sub-waiting 
area 
Coordination 
larea 
medical records 
!Exam rooms 
!Exam rooms 
!Exam rooms 
!Exam rooms 
consultation 
lconsultation 
rooms 
-
Pharmacy 
office, stor . 
Specimen area 
lab, toilet 
waiting area 
1.,nanging, dev 
imaging, viewing 
waiting, consul. 
!Similar to the 
above function 
Toilets 
restrooms 
Public corridors 
staff corridors 
Lounge, toilets 
lockers, shower 
works ace 
Equipment 
room 
rit:henette 
eating 
,!) 
Service Area: Medical cont. 
Function 
Support 
operations 
Sterile 
supply 
Clean 
supply 
Soiled 
storage 
Record 
storage 
Users 
Client Prof. IAdmln. Staff Staff 
• 
• 
Spatial 
Response 
clean supply 
Soiled utility 
room 
Coordin. area 
bookkeepe 
record library 
.:) 
.:0 
Service Area: Physicians 
Users 
Function 
Client Famlly/ Nursing Medical Friends Staff Staff 
Consultation 
• • • Hygiene, 
• storage Relaxation 
• 
Dictation • 
Spatial 
Prof. Admln. Support Response 
Staff Staff Staff 
Office 
Toilets 
lockers 
showers 
lounge 
office 
dictation 
stat ions 
Space Relationship Diag. 's 
Chart #35 
Administration Diagram 
staff entrance 
conf. 
room 
inspection 
station 
out-going traffic 
incoming traffic 
Administration Relationship Diag. 
qq 
interior 
client 
traffic 
proj. 
booth 
Chart #36 
Education Diagram 
classroom 
classroom 
entrance from 
exterior 
staff 
entrance 
area 
Education Relationship Diag. 
100 
ts-++- staff 
stor. 
out 
in 
lounge 
work 
area 
Chart #37 
Counseling Diagram 
career planning 
referrals 
consult.I consulU consult I consulu consu ... 
coordinatio 
area sub-waiting 
area 
rest 
room 
discussion 
room 
equip. 
room discussion 
room 
Counselimg Relationship Diag. 
1 n l 
exterior 
children's 
area 
work 
area-+• -+-I -
office 
videos 
stor. 
Chart #38 
Library/ Resource Center Diagram 
children's 
area 
book 
shelves 
lit. I • 
dist. 
exhibit 
stor. 
Library/ Resource Center 
discussio 
room 
1 n? 
Chart #39 
Medical Daigram 
staff 
lounge 
~  emergency 
r1 - " pick-up 
Medical Relationship Diag. 
staff 
entrance 
in1 
Chart #40 
Exam/ Consultation Daigram 
kitchenette 
/.erior cira.oiation 
Exam/Consultation Relationship Diag. 
Chart #41 
Laboratory Diagram 
interior circulation area 
tap I [}/ 
room 
specimen 
collection J l 
area 
dry culture area 
Laboratory Relationship Diag. 
101, 
Chart #42 
Imaging Diagram 
1.1 1 r change 
- area I I _,. _____________ .;:::_-"_. 
radio. 
room 
room 
Imaging Relationship Diag. 
Chart #43 
Minor Surgery Diagram 
/ 
patient 
holding 
Minor Surgery Relationship Diag. 
<U 
e? 
<U 
C: 
.Q 
ni 
~ 
·o 
~ 
·2 
Q) 
.t 
emergency 
pick-up 
1n5 
Space Program 
SPACE PROGRAM: TOTALS 
Total Administration: 5 , 258 s .f. 
Circulation ( 2o ~n ••••••••••••••••••••••• 7 7 6 s . f . 
\Jalls (10 %) ••••••••••••••••••••••• 3 88 s . f . 
~lect1anic a 1 ( 05 %) ••••••••••••••••••••••• 194 s . f . 
Total Counseling: 
Circulati on ( 20%) ••••••••••••••••••••••• 773 s • f • 
t~ a 1 1 S p c1 c e ( 1 0 ;~ ) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 3 8 6 8 • [ • 
~lechan ica 1 ( 05%) ••••••••••••••••••••••• 193 s • f • 
Total Education: 
Circulation 
Walls 
(2 0 ~~ ) ....................... 2,122 s . f . 
(10 %) ....•••..•.•..•..•..... 1,061 s . f . 
Mechanical (05 %) ••••••••••••••••••••••• 530 s . f. 
Total Library/ Resource Center: 
Circulation (20%) ••••••••••••••••••••••• 110 s . f. 
Walls (lO Z ) ••••••••••••••••••••••• 55 s . f . 
Mechanical (05 %) ••••••••••••••••••••••• 2 7 s . f. 
Total Medical: 
Circulat io n (20 %) ••••••••••••••••••••• 1,920 s.f. 
Halls (102 ) ••••••••••••••••••••••• 960 s.f. 
Mechanical (05 %) ••••••••••••••••••••••• 4 8 0 s . f. 
Total Physican's Area: 
Circulation (20%) ••••••••••••••••••••••• 637 s .f. 
Walls (10 '.~ ) ••••••••••••••••••••••• 31 8 s . f . 
Mechanical ( 05 %) ••••••••••••••••••••••• 159 s . f . 
5 , 2 17 s . f • 
IL1 , 32 J s . f . 
/1 , 2 <) <) s • f • 
12,960 s . f. 
74 2 s . f . 
Total: 42, 800 s . f . 
Circulation (20 %) ••••••••••••••••••••••. B , 5 5 1) s . f. 
\Va 11 s ( 1 0 ;~ ) • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Ii , 2 8 0 s • f . 
M e c h a n i c a 1 ( 0 5 % ) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2 , 1 /, 0 s • [ • 
10 () 
SPACE PROGRAM: ADMINISTRATION 
SPATIAL DESCRIPTION 
RESPONSE 
Reception Desk 
Appointment Desk 
Interview Area 
Entry Lobby 
Directors Office 
Assist. Director 
Public Relations 
Director 
Financial Director 
Located at entrance of Llug. 
as check-in, info. center. 
provide enough space for gen . 
clerical work and some star. 
Located on the way out, us ed 
to make future appointments. 
provide space for: gen. 
clerical work, gen . star. and 
communication center. 
Allow space for three inter-
view rooms large enough 
to be comfortable. 
3@ 100 s.f. ea. 
An orientation point for 
the facility, fiendly. 
Allow sufficient space for 
a work area w/ storage, 
also seating for 1-2 vis ito r s . 
Allow space for work and 
storage as well as 
visitors. 
Allow space for work and 
storage as well as 
visitors. 
Provide work space as well 
as seperate area for fincial 
consultation. 
SIZE 
200 s .f. 
300 s . f . 
300 s . f . 
250 s .f. 
200 s .f. 
150 s . f. 
150 s . f . 
300 s . [ . 
1 n 7 
SPACE PROGRAM: ADMINISTRATION (cont.) 
SPATIAL 
RESPONSE 
Financial Assistant 
Work Area 
Staff Toilets 
Record Storage 
Secretary 
Computer Room 
Staff Loun g e 
DESCRIPTION 
Provide work ar e a w/ comput e r 
as well as star. area for 
current medical records 
* work storage 
An open work space with 
table, counter w/ sink and 
storage also copy machine 
and other shared office 
instruments. 
Two toilets @ 50 s.f. ea. 
Storage area for all medical 
records as well as viewin g 
area. 
* record stor ag e 
* record inspect i on stat i on 
* record technician station 
Space for 4 secretaries as 
well as open office space 
for gen. clerical work. 
4 G 80 s.f. each 
Provid e room for central 
computer and p e rifcrrials 
a s well as a seperatc spac e 
for print out s . 
Ar e a for relax a t i on, 
e at i n e , i nf o rm a l ga therin g . 
SI 7, E 
1 50 s . f . 
100 s . f . 
200 s . f . 
100 ~ . f . 
30 0 s . f . 
400 s .f. 
30 0 s . f' . 
.l 'i (J s • f . 
108 
SPACE PROGRAM: ADMINISTRATION (cont.) 
SPATIAL 
RESPONSE 
Staff Conference 
Room 
Storage Area 
Janitors Closet 
Sub-Total 
DESCRIPTION 
Space for 10-15 people 
to sit at a table with 
storage and preserntation 
area. 
Storage space for equip. 
and supplies. 
Space to sor. carts 
supplies and sink. 
Circulation 
Walls 
Mechanical 
(20%) .••....••.....••••..... 776 s.f. 
( 10%) ....................... 388 s. f . 
(05 %) ••••••••••••••••••.•••. 194 s.f. 
Total Administration: 
SIZE 
200 s.f . 
8 0 s.f . 
50 i ; . f. 
3 , 8 13 0 s . f . 
5,258 s.f. 
,nq 
SPACE PROGRAM: COUNSELING 
SPATIAL DESCRIPTION 
RESPONSE 
Sub-Waiting Area 
Coordination Area 
Public Restrooms 
Consultation Offices 
Career Resource 
Area 
Refferal Resource 
Material 
Discussion Rooms 
Equip . Room 
Staff Lounge 
Space for 8-12 personns to 
wait for an appointment . 
Area between waiting and 
consultation. Space for 
clerical work, gen . star . 
reception counter and 
record star . 
two public restrooms 
2@ 180 s.f . each 
Area for private work, 
consultation and info. 
storage. 7 @ 120 s . f . 
Space for pamplets lit. 
and reference guides for 
career planning. 
Area with shelves for 
for holding refferal info. 
and work area . 
Space to hold 10-20 people 
at a table or in a loose 
discussion group . 
2@ 500 s.f. each 
Storar,e for any mobile 
equip. that mi g ht be 
used in counselin g . 
Area for gettin g a \/ay, 
entin g , inforu a l ~4;.1Lhcrin fi 
lockers or oth e r p e r s onn1 
s tora g e. 
SIZE 
()0() s . f . 
10 0 s .f. 
3 6 0 s .f. 
3 40 s .f. 
120 s . f. 
12a s . f. 
1000 s . f. 
100 s . f. 
'.LUU ~; . f . 
' ' () 
SPACE PROGRAM: COUNSELING '(cont.) 
SPATIAL 
RESPONSE 
Staff Restrooms 
Storage Room 
Janitors Room 
Work Area 
Sub Total 
DESCRIPTION 
Two at 50 s.f. each 
For storage of supplies 
Space for cart, supplies 
and a sink. 
Area for copy machine 
counter, work table and 
storage. 
Circulation 
Wall Space 
Mechanical 
(20%) .......•..•............ 773 s.f .. 
{10 %) •••.••••••••••••••••.•• 38G s.f. 
(05 %) .•••••••••••••••••.••.. 193 s.f. 
Total Counseling: 
SIZE 
100 s .f. 
7 5 s . f. 
50 s . f . 
200 s .f. 
3,865 s . f. 
5,217 s.f. 
1 l 1 
SPACE PROGRAM: EDUCATION 
SPATIAL 
RESPONSE 
Sub-Waitin g Area 
Coordination Area 
Public Restrooms 
Classrooms 
Individual Class-
rooms 
Learning Kitchen 
Visitors Offices 
Auditorium 
DESCRIPTION 
Space for 8 -12 persons to 
gather, wait, etc. maybe 
used in conjunction with 
with the reception loun g e. 
Space for re~istration 
records, work space 
Space for two restrooms 
2 @ 180 s.f. each 
Seating for 20 people. 
S torage space for table s 
and chairs. Large demon-
stration area. 30 250 s. f . 
Space for sofa, bed or 
exam table, video term in al, 
storage and place to put 
clothes. 30 lOOs.f. each 
Space for hands on kit-
chen demonstrations 
with 10-15 people. 
Space for visiting lectur e r s 
to work and store belon ~ in g s 
3 ~~ 100 s . f. 
* Spac e for 75-100 p e opl e , 
fixed seating 
* s ta g e a re a 
* ba ck s t age s upp o rt 
* pro ject i on booth 
(14x 2 1) 
SIZE 
600 s . f . 
15 0 s .f. 
3 60 s .f. 
7 50 s . f 
3 00 s . f. 
2 50 s.f. 
3 00 s .f. 
17 00 s .f. 
450 s . f . 
500 s . f . 
300 s . ( . 
I I ?. 
SPACE PROGRAM: EDUCATION (cont.) 
SPATIAL 
RESPONSE 
Reception Lounge 
Kitchenette 
Equip. Storage 
Exercise Area 
Wet Area 
Lockers, Showers 
Changing Area 
Staff Lounge 
Staff Restrooms 
Janitors Room 
DESCRIPTION 
Area for gat herinng afte r 
educational pro g rams, fo r 
informal discussions, 
and refreshments, also 
might contain displays. 
For prep. of refreshment s , 
microwave, refri g ., stor. 
sink. 
Space for mobile items 
that will need to be stored. 
Space for up to 15 work 
stations. Also, open space 
for aerobics. 
* storage area 
Space for a variety of 
wet functions, (whirlpool, 
sauna, steara, jaccuzzi, 
tanning beds). 
Lockers, 15 w/ benches 
showers, toilets and sinks 
Area for get tinc away, 
eating, informal gathering 
per so nal storage. 
Space for two restroom s 
2 0 50 s.f. each 
Arc a for s in l~, ca rt 
and supplie s . 
SIZE 
1500 s . £ . 
150 s .f. 
100 s .f. 
15 00 s . f . 
150 s .f. 
600 s .f. 
500 s . f . 
200 ::; . 1. 
100 s .f. 
50 s . f . 
1 I 3 
SPACE PROGRAM: EDUCATION (cont.) 
SPATIAL 
RESPONSE 
Storage 
Sub-Total 
DESCRIPTION 
Area f or supplie s 
Ci re ula tion ( 20 %) •••••••.•••.•••••••.••• 2,122 s. f. 
Halls (10 %) •••••.•••••••••••••••.• 1,061 s. f . 
Mechanical (05 %) ••••••••••••••.••.••••• 530 s.f. 
Total Education: 
SIZE 
100 s . f . 
1 0 , 6 1 0 s • f. 
14,323 s.f. 
1 JI! 
SPACE PROGRAM: LIBRARY/ RESOURCE CENTER 
SPATIAL 
RESPONSE 
Exhibit Area 
Literature 
Distribution 
Exchange Board 
Reading Area 
Book Storage/ 
Display 
Open Discussion 
Area 
Discussion Rooms 
Video View ing 
Area 
Video S tora ge 
DESCRIPTION 
Space for changing exhibits, 
promoting health, video, 
photo's, etc. mayvbe art. 
Area for free or purchasble 
pamplets and brochure s 
rack, table copy machine. 
For the exchange of ideas 
from health to cooking to 
work opportunities, hook 
board or something similar. 
Space for individual 
reading also area s to 
work. 
Space for book shelves 
magazine shelves 
Space for 5-10 people to 
qucitly gather and exchange 
ideas. 
Area for 10-15 people to 
di sc uss readin gs and other 
topics. 
Individual cubicles for 
1-4 people to watch vid e os. 
4 0 75 s.f. each 
Area to keep videos and 
neccessary equip. 
SIZE 
250 s . f. 
50 s . f . 
75 s .f. 
200 s .f. 
500 s . f . 
150 s .f. 
200 s . f . 
300 s . f. 
200 s . r . 
11 r; 
SPACE PROGRAM: LIBRARY/ RESOURCE CENTER (cont.) 
SPATIAL 
RESPONSE 
Librarian 
Storage 
Janitors Room 
Public Restrooms 
Staff Restrooms 
Children's Area 
Sub-Total 
DESCRIPTION 
* Office 
* Circulating area 
* Reference area 
*Workspace 
Area to store supplies and 
related goods. 
Area for sink, carts, and 
supplies. 
Two at 180 s.f. each 
Two at 50 s.f. each 
Area for play w/ 10-20 
children, possible relation 
w/ outside. 
Circulation 
Walls 
Mechanical 
( 20 %) ....................... 637 s. f. 
(10 %) ...••••.....•.......••• 318 s.f. 
(05 ~{ ) ....................... 159 s.f. 
Total Library/ Resource Center: 
SIZE 
100 s.f. 
7 5 s · . . f. 
75 s.f. 
100 s.f. 
100 s.f. 
50 s.f. 
360 s.f 
100 s .f. 
300 s.f. 
3,1 3 5 s .f. 
4,299 s.f. 
1 1 () 
SPACE PROGRAM: MEDICAL 
SPATIAL 
RESPONSE 
Sub-Waitin g Ar ca 
Coordination Area 
Public Restroom s 
Exam Rooms 
Consultation Room 
Nurses Station 
Pharmacy 
Pharmacists Office 
Storage 
DESCRIPTION 
S pace f or 8 -12 p e opl e to 
for appoint~cnts 
Area between wait i n g and 
med1cal. Space for clerical 
work, gen. stor. and rcc c pt. 
counter al s o med. r e cords. 
2@ 1 8 0 s.f. each 
Area for pa tient chnn g in g 
al s o seating, exam tabl e , 
counter w/ sink stora g e. 
150 100 s.f. e ach 
Area for workin g , stor. 
also comfortable area to 
talk to 2-3 people, 
5 (} 150 s.f. each 
Area centrally located 
to exam, consult., lab 
and imaging area. Space 
for med. star., prep., 
also writing space. 
Area to work, prep., 
and star. w/ dispensing 
counter. 
Area for work and star. 
S torage a r e a for phar-
ma cutica ls . 
SIZE 
600 s .f. 
20 0 s .f. 
36 0 s .f. 
1500 s . f. 
750 s . f . 
100 s . f . 
500 s . f . 
100 s . f . 
1 U O ~; • ( • 
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SPACE PROGRAM: MEDICAL (cont.) 
SPATIAL DESCRIPTION 
RESPONSE 
Laboratory 
Speciman Collection 
Toilet 
Tap Room 
Tissue Culture 
Wet Lab 
Dry Lab 
Changing Area 
Toilets 
Mammography 
Di agnostic Ito om 
Counter area to provide 
equip. space, double 
sink, work area w/ 
storage. 
Small cubicles from 
which samples can be ob-
tained. Contains counter 
w/ sink and comfortable 
furniture. Other samples 
will be taken in exam 
rooms. 3@ 80 s.f. each 
With pass through 
l@ 50 s.f. 
2@ 150 s.f. each 
Space to sit , mirror 
counter w/ sink , locker 
8@ 50 s .f. each 
For use by this g roup. 
20 50 s .f. each 
Area for equip. and 
proces s ors portable equip. 
work space , counter space 
w/ sin!:, stor. 
SIZE 
250 s .f. 
240 s .f. 
50 s . f . 
150 s .f. 
300 s .f. 
300 s .f. 
300 s .f. 
/iOO s . f. 
100 s.f. 
250 s . f . 
11 ~ 
SPACE PROGRAM: MEDICAL (cont.) 
SPATIAL DESCRIPTION 
RESPONSE 
Ultrasound 
Room 
Diaphonography 
Exam Room 
Spcctrascan 
Exam Room 
Osteoporosis 
Exam Room 
Radiographic 
Room 
Dark Room 
Viewing Area 
Storage 
Technicians 
Office 
Consultation 
Space for ultrasound 
table, monitoring equip. 
fixed and portable work 
space, stor., counter w/ 
sink. 
Space for exam table, all 
portable and fixed equip ., 
counter w/ sink, stor. 
Uses light waves, area for 
exam table, fixed and 
portable equip. counter 
w/ sink, star. 
Room w/ table, counter w/ 
sink and storage. 
Area for all fixed and 
portable imaging equip. 
counter w/ sink, star. 
Hith pass throu g h boxes 
processor. 
Area for work, viewing 
boxes 
Arca to store images 
Area for work, and stor-
ora ge . 
Consultation will tukc 
plac e in th e physicians 
office 
SIZE 
200 s .f. 
150 s . f . 
200 s . f. 
100 s . f. 
200 s . f. 
100 s . f . 
100 s . f . 
300 s . f 
1 00 s . f. 
n / .1 
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SPACE PROGRAM: MEDICAL (cont.) 
SPATIAL DESCRIPTION 
RESPONSE 
Equipment Room 
Sterilization Room 
Sterile Supply 
Soiled Storage 
E.K.G. 
Minor Surgery 
Scrub Area 
Patient Holding 
Staff Lounge 
Kitchenette 
Janitors Room 
Storage 
Ar ca r ~r port abl e equip. 
for this division, shelves 
Area for autocl a ve work 
space, counter w/ sink 
storage. 
Area for star. of sterile 
material. 
Area for soiled g oods 
and disposables. 
Area to lay down, equip. 
star. and counter w/ 
sink. 
Area to perform routine 
minor surgery (d/c, etc.) 
locate near exit. Possblliy 
might expand into full 
ambulatory surgery program. 
Area to scrub before surgery 
Calm, quiet area for 
patients to relax after 
minor surgery. 
Area for ga therin g and 
getting away, lockers, 
showers, work space, toilets 
Area for refri g ., micro-
wave counter w/ sink and 
stor . 
Sink , earl s tora ge 
C e n e r a 1 s t o r • s Ii c 1 v C' s 
SIZE 
150 s.f. 
150 s . f . 
100 s .f. 
100 s . f 
100 s . r . 
200 s . f. 
50 s .f. 
200 s .f. 
JOO s . f . 
lUO s . f . 
SU s . r. 
10() :; . f . 
120 
SPACE PROGRAM: MEDICAL (cont.) 
SPATIAL 
RESPONSE 
Sub-Total 
DESCRIPTION 
Circulation (20%) ••••••••••••••••••••• 1,920 s.f. 
Walls (10 %) ••••••••••••••••••••••• 960 s.f. 
Mechanical (05 %) .....•................. 480 s.f. 
Total Medical: 
SIZE 
9,6 00 s .f. 
12,960 s.f. 
12 I 
SPACE PROGRAM: PHYSICIANS 
SPATIAL DESCRIPTION • SIZE 
RESPONSE 
Physician ' s Lounge Arca to ge t away, toilets 
lockers , showers . 350 s . f . 
Dictation 
Physician 's 
Kitchenette 
Sub-Total 
Circulation 
Walls 
Mechanical 
Se v eral boothes to work on 
medical records. 20 50 s.f . 
Arca w/ refri g ., micro-
wave, star . counter w/ sink 
(20 !.~) .....•••...••.•....•.•• 11 0 s . f . 
(1 0 %) ..••...•....•.••.•••... 55 s.f . 
(05 %) ••••••••••••••••••••••• 27 s . f. 
Total Physican's Area: 
l 00 s . f . 
100 s . f. 
550 s . f. 
742 s.f. 
17? 
•
•
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Appendix A: 
Number and percent distribution of office visits by sex, color, and age of patient, 
according to principal diagnosis: United States, May 1973-April 197-t• 
Percent distribution 
Sn Colar 
Number of 
Principal diagnosis clusi&ed by visits in AU Under 15-24 
ICDA categoryt thousands Total Male Female White other 15 years years 
All diagnoses 644,800 100.0 39.3 60.7 89.3 10.7 19.3 15.4 
Infective and parasitic dis- 000-136 25,233 100.0 43.6 56.4 88.6 11.4 34.5 20.9 
e-.ises 
Neoplasms 140-239 12,713 100.0 36.2 6.1 .8 90.5 9.5 - -
Endocrine, nutritional and 240-279 26,099 100.0 26.8 73.2 87.1 12.9 - 9.4 
metabolic diseases 
Oiahetes mellitus 250 8,904 100.0 42.3 57.7 82.9 17.1 - -
Ohesity 277 10,136 100.0 12.3 87.7 88.3 11.7 - 17.0 
Mental disorders 290-315 29,064 100.0 35.8 64 .2 91.5 8 .5 5.2 12.4 
Neuroses 300 16,570 100.0 28.0 72.0 90.9 9.1 2.7 11.4 
Disea.o;es of nervous sys- 320-389 50,841 100.0 44 .3 55.7 9'l.9 7.1 27.6 9.7 
tern and sense orl(ans 
Dise,Lo;es and conditions 360-379 15,248 100.0 39.9 60. l 90.5 9.5 17.7 7.6 
of the eye 
Refractive errors 370 9,175 100.0 35. l 64 .9 9'l .6 - 18.8 19.0 
Otitis media 381 10,523 100.0 5i' .5 42.5 94 .6 - 72. l 
D isea.\es of circulatory 390-458 59,240 100.0 42. l 57.9 88.5 11.5 0.8 1.8 
system 
Essential benil(n hyper- 401 22,752 100.0 35.7 64 .3 87 . l 12.9 0.6 1.6 
tension 
Chronic ischemic heart 412 15,487 100.0 49.1 50.9 85.8 14.2 - -
disease 
Diseases of res1>ir.1tory 460-519 gr ,383 100.0 45.8 54 .2 88.7 11.3 36.9 14.0 
system 
Acute respiratory infec- 460-466 50,859 100.0 45.5 54 .5 88.8 11.2 44.9 15.6 
tions (except in8uenza) 
lnftuenza 470-474 5,199 100.0 45.8 54.2 76.6 23.4 31.7 19.7 
Hay fever 5'11 12,166 100.0 47.1 52.9 00.0 - 29.7 15.7 
Diseases of digestive system 520-577 23 ,826 100.0 46.5 53.5 88.7 11.3 7.7 9.9 
Diseases of genitourinary 580-629 37,744 100.0 18.0 82.0 88.6 11.4 3.5 17.9 
system 
Diseases of male genital 600-607 3,596 100.0 100.0 9'l.O 8.0 
- -
organs 
Diseases of female genital 610-629 21,89.5 100.0 100.0 86.7 13.3 
-
2l .2 
organs 
Diseases of skin and subcu- 680-709 34,099 100.0 43.3 56.7 89.7 10.3 23.4 27.3 
taneous tissue 
Age 
!5-44 45-64 65 years 
years years and over 
24.7 24.9 15.5 
22.3 15.6 6.7 
18.2 39.0 31.4 
30.5 37.7 18.9 
11 .8 40.8 43.8 
46.6 31.7 
45.0 29.7 7.7 
45.7 32.5 1.1 
15.9 26.4 20.4 
9.3 29.5 36.0 
17.9 32.7 11.6 
11.0 41.6 44.7 
11 .6 47.6 38.6 
-
40.2 54 .9 
20.3 19.9 9.0 
18.5 15.5 5.5 
29. l 20.6 
26.4 34 .9 21.2 
37.4 28.8 12.5 
31.l 33.2 
43.4 29.4 
21.9 17.0 10.3 
•From De Lozier, J. E. , and Cagnon, P. 0 .: National ambulatory 1975, t,1 .S. Department of Health, Education awl Welfare, National 
medical C1ll'e survey: 1973 summary-U.S., May 1973-April 1974. In Center for Health Statistics. 
Vital and health statistics, Series 13, No. 21 , Washington, O.C., Oct. tlnternational Classification of Diseases. 
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Flagstaff Women's Resource 
Center 
3 N. Leroux St., Room 201 
Flagstaff, AZ. 
86001 
February 22, 1985 
Attn.: Facility Administrator: 
My name is Robert Wulbern and I am currently a graduate student at 
Clemson University working towards my Master's Degree of Architecture. 
Within the College of Architecture, I am concentrating in Health Care Facili-
ties Planning and Design. It is at this point that I am begining to work on 
my final project. I have chosen to investigate a Women's Health Care Center 
which will deal with a variety of services unique for women. At this stage I 
am gathering case studies and research to determine some of the issues 
in,•olved in existing Women ' s Health Care Facilities. 
I would be extremely appreciative if you would send me as much informa-
tion about your facility as possible. I have included a list of questions which 
dicate the type of material I am looking for. 
1. What services does your facility provide? 
2. How large is your staff? What are their responsibilities? 
3. Who uses your facility? How often do they use it? 
4. Please include a floor plan if at all possible 
would like to begin writing my manuscript by mid-March, so I would like 
very much to receive your response by March 11. 
certainly appreciate your taking time to read my letter and am very 
hopeful of receiving a reply from you. Please contact me at 803-656-3068 
between 9:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m. if you have any questions. 
Sincerely, 
tWt.W~ .. 
Robert C. Wulbern 
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APPENDIX B 
SURVEY RESULTS 
75 Lett e rs Sent Out 
27 Lett ers Returned; Addre ss Unknown 
13 Responses 
3 5 Did n ' t !~esp on d 
Total 
4 
1 
3 
1 
3 
2 
3 
2 
1 
2 
2 
3 
3 
2 
1 
4 
3 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
Services Provided 
Gyn./ Primary llealth Care Cl i nic 
Healing/ Wellness Cl i nic 
Pregnancy Testing 
Cervical Caps 
Birth Control 
Fertility Awareness 
Library 
Hot Line For Battered Women a nd Ra pe Vic t ims 
In Person Crisis Assistance 
Legal Clinic for Battered Hom e n 
Referalls; Housin g , Food, Med i c a l 
Counseling 
Education 
Career Plannin g and Employeem e nt Cent e r 
Counseling for Batt~red Women a nd Ch i l d r e n 
Shelters for Battered Women 
Don't Offer Program 
Referral to Social Agencies, Lawyer s , Doctor s 
Self Examination of Breast and Cerv i x 
Pap Smears 
Venereal Disease Testing 
Vaginal Infection Lab Testin g 
Urinary Infection Lab Tests 
Pre-Natal Education 
Sickle Cell Test i n g 
Pre-Marital 
Self- Help Clinics 
Abortion 
J? fl 
cont. 
APPENDIX B 
SURVEY RESULTS 
1 Prescription 
1 Laboratory 
1 Allergy Injections 
1 Orthopedic Clinic 
1 Pro-se Divorce Workshops 
1 Support Groups 
I Relationship and Sexual Counseling 
Service Arrangement: 
Shelters for Battered Women: 
* 24 hour hot line for battered women and rnpc 
victims. 
* Le gal clinic for battered women 
* Referrals, housin g , food, medical 
* Counseling for battered women and children 
* In-person crisis assistance 
Gynecological Health Services: 
* Prenancy testing 
* Birth control 
* Fertility Aw a reness 
Laboratory 
Pap, (Papanicolaou testin3), smeors 
Venereal disease testin g 
Va gi nal infection lab tests 
Urinary infection lab tests 
Sickle cell testing 
Abortion 
Aller g y injections 
Orthopedics 
Prescriptions 
Counseling: 
* Career planning and cmployeemcnt 
,;, Referrals to soci~d a gc ncles, lawyers doc tors 
* Premarital coun s elin ~ 
'~ P r o - s e d i v o r c e \·: o r k s h o p s 
17. q 
cont. 
APPENDIX B 
SURVEY RESULTS 
* Support groups 
* Sexuality counselin g 
Education: 
'~ Ilealing wellness clinics 
* Self examination of breast and c e rvix 
* Pre-natal education 
* Self help clinics 
Library: 
Notes: 
* Three responses didn't offer the servic es a t 
all. 
* Four responses specalized in g yn e c o l o g ic a l 
health services 
* Four responses specialized in s h e l t er s f or 
battered women. 
* Two responses specialized in car e er pl a 11nin g 
and employeement 
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Appendix C: 
Explanation• for dlfferencH between femalt11 and malt11 
In ,..ported morbidity and utilization of heallh services 
I. Oilfrrrn«1 allrihutahle lo dilferen«• brtwttn re-
mt1lf'1 •nd m.Jt"1 
A. Bloloeic dlfJerentt1 
I. Dllferwnce, In illneu 
a. Women may have hla)ler prevalena, or 
milder dioeue, an infereMe based on the 
fact that activity limitation for females is 
leu than th.at for mak1 even thou11h 
prev,le.- l'or soma chronic dlaftlft 11 
hist,,, l'or feinale, (Cola, 11J74). 
b. W0111en ""'Y be ..nlicted with milder rorm1 
o{ f1Wnt..l 1llne11 than - bec,uw ,,,on1en 
repnrt more 1y1np1t,m1 clnplle the r .... 1 
~t hosplt..li1111lon •nd fll()rtallly e•11eri· 
-· oare more po~ltive t""'1 tho"" of 
men (Cole, 11174). 
" · Fem.Jc, m•y hoave iunter 1'fll1t•na, lo 
d.Aen,,nallve ,.,...,.,..,. hecat,,e o{ eslm· 
"'°" (Verhn11Qte, 11178: Morty11111M, Knie· 
"'"'· •nd St•mler, 11171). 
d . Fem11le1 lwve 11rHler resb-· 10 inftt-
110 .. 1 proce11e1 th11n ,n..le1 have (N•thun-
-,, 11177). 
2. Oill'ere...,.. in illneu hehoavlor 
• · Re1trktion1 in llctlvlty l'or women •re in 
i-rt attribu1..l,le to ckliverift and dioe,u4'1 
uaod..ted with pttpnc,y (Cole, 11174). 
8 . P,ychoeodal dill'erenc:es 
I. Oill'erence1 In etiology 
a. Women's roles are more 1tnsolul: there· 
in they have more dlnna (Natlwnoon , 
11175). Furthermore, there - teveral rea· 
_,, why role, o{ houaewlYfl may lndua, 
emotional problems: 
(1) Houoewlve1 have no altemadve aource 
o{ IJatillcatton u males have outside 
the family . 
(2) Houaework haa little prest11e and la 
a,naidered unaliillecl. 
~) Houaewlve1 have time to brood over 
their trouble, 11.- their -r1o: ii un• 
1truc:tured and lnvlalble. 
(4) Wint who work probably have leu 
tatiafactory Job• than men; therefore, 
-.kln1 places more strain on women 
than on men. 
(5) Role eq,ec,tatlon1 confronttn1 -men 
are dlll'uae and unclear (Cove and 
Tudor, 1972). 
b. F emalet and male, are e1poaed to dlll'er-
ent physical risks o{ dlaeue and Injury 
Iii.ti ma&~ .Acruunt for l"kHI nf tht· u·, dif. 
f,· re ·1u.T, in morlud1h· 
ti) F t"m•lt-s lc-nJ I~ smokt· . • Jrink , and 
Jrl\'C' lrH th,rn mt1.lr, . 
(21 Frm,dc-i ue opok'd to ln\t•r UC"CU()lli· 
lional tuuard) than nu,lc- ) 
(3) Social rolrs of male, m•v he more 
strenful. Cilll)ing them ·,o convert 
,treu to ph)'sic-•I 1ym1>tom, or high-
risk li(e -1tylrs (Verbni1Qt•. 1976). 
2. OifTcrrna,1 in pu~ption 
Iii . Frm"le1 m .. y he- more 1en1i1i"' c- thun males 
to ,ymptom, of hodlly di><>>1n li1ru ilnd 
more willin• to report thc-m t \ ' rrhn1ue-, 
1976). 
3 . Differenc-e1 in illneu llC'h.av1ur 
11 . \Vmnen'1 role, .an<l their pn:<l1 )pcn1 tion1 
lead to sea ditfrrrnc-es in ho .... , rhey ~r· 
c-eive symptom,. the a.,,r"mt'n l of thetr 
importance, amd re;K.linr)) tu t.,lrir health 
lllClion (Verbno,ute. 1977). 
b . F cmt&le1 are more willin)( to re-port le:n 
sevrr• rondllioo, than m•lc, •re (Cole . 
1974). Men are more inh1l111cJ in report· 
inM; some symptoms th ... n womc-n (~e· 
chanic, 1976). Furthermore. 11 I) more ~ 
ei..lly w.:cept.ble for fe=le, 10 report dis-
romfort (N11th•nson, 1977). 
" · Women may ut ilize huhh srrv1ce1 for 
more minor rondit1oru rhan men do since 
their hospital discharge r.ir, are similar 
for those of men and morb,d,ty rates are 
known to be hiKher than tho,r for mc,n at 
given ages (Cole, 1974). 
d . Females are socialiud to takr care o{ 
themselves when ill rather than con• 
tlnuln& their usual adivtly I Vrrbrugge, 
197~). 
e . Women have more disability from acute 
rondltton1 but len limitation from chronic 
rondltlons than males becaus• they an 
dlagnooed and treated earl irr and their 
roles are len 11Tenuou1 (Verlin1K3e. 11178). 
r. Womc,n have (ewer role obloK•toons and 
therefore have more lime 10 be UI than 
men have; the skk role is more rom patible 
with women' 1 role obligahoou than with 
men's (Nathanson , 1975. Rivkin , 1972). 
g. H iKher prevalene10 or males unable to 
Clltry on their major acti vit y m .. y he due to 
their worlr being heavie r th .. n the u,u.aJ 
c""'"""'-4 
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Explanations for differences between females and males 
in reported morbidity and utilization of health services-cont'd 
work for females rather than to any real 
differences in the health of men and 
women (Cole, 1974). 
11. Differences attributable to methods of study 
A. Most interviews are done with women as 
.. proxy" respondents for their spouses (Cole, 
1974). 
B. Females may be , in general , more cooperative 
during interviews about their health and have 
better recall of their symptoms and health ac-
tivities ; they may he able to verbalize their com-
plaints better (\'erlm1gge, 1976). Response bias 
resulting from perceive<l trait desirability , need 
for social approval, and naysaying would in-
cre,l~e rather than decrease the sex differences 
reported in symptoms of mental illness (Clancy 
an<l Gove, 1974). 
C . Illness is define<l in various ways in surveys , 
usually as it is experience<l rather than as it is 
<liagnosed or observed (Verhrugge , 1976). 
D. Lirge sex <lifferences in symptomatoloh'Y are 
found for subjective distress an<l psychophysio-
logic reactions. The behaviors seen more com-
monly in men, e .g. , aggressiveness an<l violence, 
are less frequently measured . Furthermore, 
aggregate measures may be biased if they con-
tain a preponderance of the symptoms most 
likely to be reporte<l by females. Measures of 
mental distress nee<l to he broadened to include 
more of the expressions of d1,tress common to 
males \'.\lechanic, 1976 1. 
E . '.\lorbidity data depend on behavior of indi\·iduals 
affected, so data used to measure sex differences 
in disease are instead measuring sex differences 
in symptom-reporting, utilization , or d111nge in 
activity (Nathanson , 1977). 
F . Disability, as currently measured in surveys , 
may be more of a social than a physical concept 
(Mechanic, 1976). 
G . Utilization rates are often examined in the aggre-
gate, rather than examining se x diffe rentials for 
a given type of morbidity (Mecl1anic, 1976). 
H. D11lerences in rates of utilization mav reflect 
i.;ariations in the following ; howe\'er . these varia-
bles are rarely considered (Mechanic, 1976): 
l. Actual prevalence of sy111pto111s 
2 . Willingncs, to seek help from particular , c r-
vice 
3 . Attitudes toward service 
4 . Expectations regarding use of services 
5 . Social accessibility of service 
6. Alternative services a,·ailable 
7 . Whether use of se rvice is client- or practi -
tioner-initiated (e.g. , refi.•rral ) 
Is . Attitu<les of practitioners towar<l men and 
women 
9. Process of health care for men and wo11wn 
who report same complaints 
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Appendix D: 
Conditions Applicable to Women that Meet the Scree11ing Criteria* 
CONOITIO~ 
Smoking 
H ypertensiun 
(schemic hcart discase 
Rheumatic ht:arl disease 
Stroke 
Tul>crculosis 
Hyperlipidenua 
Obesity 
Cancer of the colon and 
rectum 
Syphilis 
Chronic open angle glaucoma 
Breast cancer 
Alcoholism 
Cancer of the cervix 
SCREE!'-;lt'oiC 
PIH >CEDl'Rl:'.S 
Smoking history 
Blood pressure che,:ks 
Scrccnini: for risk factors 
Complete cardiovascular history 
and physical eAJrnmatio11 
Screenin!( for ris~ factors 
Tuberculin testin!( 
St:!rum t:holcstt:!rol <lt:!terrninatio11 
Measure height and wcii,tht and 
compare to tahlc of ideal 
Wt:l!(hts 
Stool guaiac 
Scroloi:ic testing (VDRL) 
Tonornetry and ophthalmoscopy 
Tcachin11: self-ex~mination to be 
done systematic-~lly at monthly 
intervals by the .voman 
Examination by health care 
provider 
Mammography 
History of drinking habits 
Papank-olaou smcar 
A<.E, I N'I ER \ 'AL', 
FOR REf'U\I \ I E'.',;OEO 
S~HE ... , I:"'\ (: 
A!(c Zl. 30 . 40 
:\)(,c :?l .rnd t.' \ 'Cn two Yt:'~lr~ 
tllt'rt'aftl'r 
As clt:'SC'raht'll for , moki11g ,rnJ 
obt..·~1t~ 
A~e ZI 
As dt.'~l·rilwd for ln-pc rtt.:11 \i11 11 
and h~ (>t'n-holl' :r.krolcrnia 
A)(.c ;? l JnJ t.· , ·cr~ tc 11 ) car~ 
tht.·rt·after ti11t.·rea,cd frl'queut·y 
i11 1.. lieuh at 111t.·rca,cd nsl ) 
A1,!t· 21 ;,mJ cvt.•n -4 ye.in 
thereafter 
AJ£c :? 1 a11d c,·t'r~ -I yt'ars 
thcreafkr 
AJ,!t' ~O . . rnd t•\'t'n 2 \ cars u11til 
a~c 50. tl,t:'n en·ry rear 
thcrcafter 
A~e 20 and every 6 years un11I 
age 50, frequeucy sliould be 
incrca.sed in woman with h1~h 
risk 
Age ,IO and t'vt-ry -1 years 
thcrcafter 
Age lO and reinforced every 10 
years thcrcaftcr 
Age ZO and every 2 years until 
age 50 , then every year 
thcrealicr 
Only in women w11h large, fatty 
breasts , l,,annuall)iannually 
Every 5 lo 10 years until <lge 60 
Age 20, 21 , and every othcr ycar 
indcfinite lv 
•Adapted from Frame, P. S. , and Carlson , S. J.: A critical revil!w of periodic health screcn rn)( 11si111( 
Spt!cific screening criteria. Part l . Selected diseases of respiratory, cardiovascular and central nervous system . 
Part 2. Selected endocrine. mctabulic and !(astrointcstinal diseases . PMt 3. Sele<·lt,d discascs of the !l,<'nl · 
tourinary system. Part 4. Selected miscellaneous discases . J. Fam . Pract. , 2.29, 1975. 
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Osteoporosis 
"The Silent Disease" 
Osteoporosis has been called " the silent 
disease" because it is virtually without ap-
parent symptoms. Its disfiguring and d isabling 
effects usually appear in women past 
menopause following many years of gradual 
bone loss. 
Today. thanks to recently developed 
technology. osteoporosis can be detected 
early and properly treated bef01e It causes 
crippling hip fractures and spinal defOlmities. 
Tests IOI osteoporosis are simple. painless. 
and relatively inexpensive. In some cases. in-
surance policies cover all OI part of the cost. 
Treatment is administered by your family 
physician. and usually consists ot medications 
which protect the calcium deposits In your 
bones. II is mast important IOI you to 
remember that early detection is vital. 
What Is Osteopor.os.ls? 
In simple terms. osteoporosis Is a 
regulat°'Y system dlS()(der which results In a 
destructive loss of calcium from bone. 
Although It is most prevalent among 
middle-age and eldefly women. it also ap-
pears in dialysis patients and In individuals 
undergoing certain kinds of drug therapy. 
In women. osteoporosis Is most often the 
result of a change In the body's chemical 
balance following menopause OI surgical 
removal of the 011aries. This In turn allows cer-
tain hormones to r81Tl011e calcium from bones. 
thereby weakening them substant,ally. Affer 
years of gradual c:teteri01atlon. they become 
so traglle that they can break almost at the 
slightest touch. 
Appendix E: 
Furtherm01e. the spine becomes unable 
to support the weight of the body and col-
lapses. usually one OI two vertebrae at a time. 
The resulting body distortions compress inter-
nal Olgans. creating pain and other health 
problems as well . 
Rate of Fracture 
g 
~ 
I g 
e 
& 
! 
Age group (yeor1) 
The Incidence ol lfocture lncteoaea wl!h age. 
Understanding the Problem 
Today there are 45 million American 
women Oller the age of 40. They are the 
fastest growing segment of our population. 
and as our average Ille span increases. 
osteoporosis will become an even greater 
national health care concern. 
Nationally we spend Oller S 1 bill Ion each 
year IOI the care and treatment of women 
with osteoporosis. The average nine day 
hospital bill IOI treating a hip fracture can 
total nearly S10.000. assuming no complica -
tions. This figure does not inclua e follow-up 
care. rehabilitation. lost wages OI higher in-
surance premiums. 
By 1990 the annual national expense of 
osteoporosis rs predicted to rise to over S3 
billion. 
Factors which influence bone loss are: 
Age at menopause 
Genetic background 
Ethnic variations 
Bone structure 
Presence of ovaries 
Certain diseases involving the endoc11ne 
system. digestive tract 01 k1aneys 
Weight 
Use of 01al contraceptives 
Number of children 
Diel and nutrition 
Exercise 
Smoking 
Alcohol consumption 
Medications "especially steroids" 
Flu01idated water 
Pollution 
The Human Cost 
Although osteoporosis is a substantial 
economic burden. perhaps Its greatest 
cruelty is its emotional cost. As this disease 
progresses. bones become increasingly 
tragile and very susceptible to frac ture Wrists. 
hips, and spinal bones are especially 
vulnerable Varying degrees of disfigurement 
and disability soon aevelop as other oones 
weaken and eventually break 
For active. soc,al women this sudden and 
dramatic change 1n appearance ana mobil· 
ity can be psychologically devastallng In a 
matter of weeks. women watch their youth 
literally fade away. replaced by character-
isl1cs typically assoc1ated wi th the very old. 
Formerly 01trac 11ve middle-age women 
find themselves suddenly "old" and unattrac-
t1ve As a result. they suffer from a va11eTy ot 
new stress-re101ea disorders 1nclud1ng depres-
s1011. anx,ety. and a loss of self-esteem. 
Effects of Osteoporosis 
-5'6" 
~ -s·o" 
,«-6' · 
~·o" 
~~~ /f/l,~-4-3'6'' 
--/t---~I a /f-----4 ·l 'O" 
·2'6" 
·2'0" 
Bone loss begins as eorly as age 35 and 
accelerates otter menopause. As the skeletal 
system grows Increasingly traglle, bone frac-
tures. " dowagers hump," and loss of height 
may occur. 
I V 1 
-· spectiariransillumlnallon is"ii simple 
d painless technique which uses light to 
tect breast abnormalities. In a dorliened 
xn. a special. cool light Is held under the po- " 
,nrs breast at various angles to Illuminate the 
,ue. The light pattern Is converted into a 
avision Image that displays types of breast 
:ue. both normal and abnormal. in different 
lors. depending on the amount and color of 
ht absorbed. 
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! no radiation.~ of breast tissue are " ,,,..'4: detectlon ofearty signs of cancer In the breast. . ~V breast problems. but. ltyou're Ilka most 
· , uced using sound W<Neechoes. ~1~ t~1 ··~ No other procedure has Its unique ability to you skip It or do ~ half-heartedly 
. The patient lies on a padded table with her~ · ., reveal tumors when they are really small and ~~use you don't really know how !o examine 
, east Immersed In warm water. The Imaging . most likely curable. .... ·"""·, ,. ..• ,. -~,..,·t · .. , ;ve>ur own breasts. ,.:~ ·: ~~ 1';;!,··.· ~ . , .. 
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• JV screen to show the location of any for Imaging breast tissue and uses very low ~ _at the Regional Breast Diagnostic Center. 
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. graphy equipment · If It exists at all - Is completely. · .. i ~ ·· 
minimal and the potential benefits far out· 1 , · An Important port of the training program is 
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1+,;0 · · , sH tis • k s · ¥tffi£'efztr i :J ralner. which has "lumps" af various sizes 
·-- ~--- - - : ~_Implanted In It. Each MammaCare participant 
: · receives a model matched to the firmness a nd 
1 
·.texture af her own breasts. Participants keep i J the MammaTralner sa their f1ngers can review 
· •what they've been taught. ! ,1.i- .. . --· ·- - • . ·- -·~-- . 
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Fig . 1.14 Special mammographic stand " M . 1mo-
set" Kreuzer system (F. W . Hanel. MAVIG. M ·11ch). 
Vertically adJustable patient swivel stool mo,, nted 
on a rotating platform. The stool can be rn .1ted. 
and shifted sideways on the mobile platfon The 
object-film carrier is also mounted on the platform. 
The film carrier can be rotated by ± 90° for lateral 
projections . The stand can also be used for lateral 
exposures with the patient lying on a table . 
Fig . 1.15 Senograph (Compagnie Genernle dC' 
Raciiologiei Koch & Sterzel) . M ammograpll1c unit 
for exposures with the patient sitting and lying on 
her side (see fig 3.3) . The unit incorpordtes a h1oh 
voltage generator with a Greinacher circuitry . X-ray 
tube with single focal spot. water cooled stationary 
anode, molybdenum target. beryllium window .ind 
0.03 mm added Mo filtration . Continuou s I ated 
power 1.2 kW. focal spot s iz e O 6 mm; continuous ly 
variable kVp selector up to 40 kVp , tube cur I ent 
selector up to 40 mA and tim er up to 10 se :.: onds 
w ith the poss1bil1ty of contro l during a t1 1al expo-
sure (no radiation dose to the pati ent) . Photot111.,~1 
is optional. The x-ray tube gantry h ils nwgne t1 c 
brakes and can be rotated ± 180 : . It cannot be 
moved vertically . Compression with interchange<1ble 
cones. Focus-film distance is variab le (depending 
on the thickness of the object and compress ion) 
In a newer version. the Senograph II. the x -ray tube 
gantry can be moved vc.-tica lly. The high vol tc1(le 
generator comes with push button selectors. Thi s 
unit can also be used to take lateral exposures on 
patients. lying on their side (mediolate rn l p1 O JCC 
lion) . 
Another version. the Senoplex. is a combinat ion of 
a vertically moving x-ray tube with a po s1 t1 n111ng 
table . and a built-in high voltage genera tor w,th 
push button selectors. Special c lini cct l pr oced ur ,, ~. 
such as galactog raphy and cyst punct,rre 011 pn -
tient s lying on th eir side (rn ed ,olnteral) ,<111 t, ,, 
performed wrth case . 117 
~ ---.........__" 
Fig . 1.16 MMX (General Electric) 
Mobile manunographic unit exposures 011 sitting and 
lying patients. Built-in high voltage generator (25 to 
60 kVp, 200 and 400 mA for both focal spot sizes) . 
Phototimer "Quantamat" is optional. 
Fig. 1.17 Mammograph (Fritz Hofmann SmbH, 
Erlangen). Mammographic unit for exposures of 
the patient sitting and standing. High voltage gene-
rator comes separately (200 to 400 mA at 30 kVp) . 
X-ray tube with rotating anode, molybdenum target, 
beryllium window and ndded M o filtrntion . Focal 
spot size 0.6 mm. X-ray tube gantry has magnetic 
brakes , can be moved , ertically and rotated through 
.:!_ 135° . 
Exchangeable compression cones . variable focus-
film distance (depends on the breast's thickness 
and compression; on the average 52 r.m) ; chair can 
be rotated and moved transversely . 
.......____, 
---. , 
Fig. 1.18 Diagnostic M . (Philips/C . H. F. Muller) 
Mammographic unit for exposures of the patie nt 
sitting, lying, and standing. Built-in six pulse gene-
rator (tube potential is varied in fixed increment s 
from 25 kVp to 50 kVp, maximum tube current 200 
mA); automatic exposure timer Amplimat with 
mobile ionization chamber and the light loca liz er 
which shows the extent of the area used for ,lllt c)· 
mntic timing . X-ray tube with rotating anod e. M o 
target. beryllium window and added molybdenum 
filtration . Single focal spot. 0.6 mm. The x -ray tu be 
gantry can be moved vertically , perpendiculnrly or 
parallel to the chest wall . It can also be tilt ed at .i n 
angle of 15'' from the chest ; electromagnetic brak es 
Compression by means of a transparent pl cJs t1 r. 
plate . Focus-film distance 40 cm (for ax1lla and 
spotfilm radiographs with small format 45 to 50 cm 
also possible). Exposures initiated by o per,11 o r i ll' 
hind a transparent rad1at1on shield . 
111 
i 
I 
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Fig . 1.19 Mammorex (Picker) . 
Mammographic unit for exposures in the standing, 
sitting and lying positions. With a separate two 
pulse high voltage generator (20 kV to 50 kV; max-
imum tube current 250 mA), phototimer Precimat 
is optional. • Mammotron x-ray tube· with rotating 
anode, molybdenum target, beryllium window and 
added molybdenum filtration; two focal spot sizes, 
0.5 mm and 1.0 mm; floor-to-ceiling stand; the x-ray 
tube gantry can be moved vertically and parnllel 
to the chest wall and comes with magnetic brakes . 
Light localizer (without the disadvantage of harden-
ing of primary radiation); compression by me,rns of 
a transparent plastic plate (removable for axilla 
exposures). Focus-film distance 69 cm . When the 
film object holder is rotated out , the focus -film 
distance becomes variable . 
Fig . 1.20 Mammomat (Siemens AG, Medical tech -
nology division). MammograJhic unit for exposures 
in standing, sitting, and prone positions Six pulse 
gener~or (300 mA at 25 kVp; 100 mA at 50 kVp) 
with push button selectors. Automatic exposure 
timer "lontomat 7" (or manual mAs selector} ; de -
tector built into the film carrier. Visual contro l o f 
the position of the detector for the lateral expo -
sures. Grounded electrode x-ray tube with rotating 
nnode, molybdenum target , beryllium window nnd 
added Mo-filtration . Focal spot size 0.6 mm. Th e 
x-ray tube gantry has magnetic brakes. can be 
moved vertically and rotated through angles o f 
270 ' Transparent compression cone with te le -
sco~ motion. Focus-film distance (45 cm) . Film 
chan"e without disturbing the object. Patient dat<1 
reco , 'ied during the exposure . Patient chair can be 
rotall,d horizontally and transversely . Sw1vel-
mou .ed door shield with large lead window. 
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Fig . 1.21 
(Siemens 
sion). 
Flu 1dograph aft er Dobretsl.H.:1 \_<P.1 
C orp., Aust ria, M ed ica l x-ray cl1v• -
1) stand ; 
2) rotating plate and 2b) st opp,ng mech.1 
ni sm ; 
3) motor driven patient chair ; 
4) knee cushion . 
Sa) " lsodens1ty " tank and ca sse tte hol ,!, i r . 
Sb) coll ect ing vessel w ith cent, c,I d1 ;:w1r1 ; 1'? 
pipe; 
6) support for breast not to be expo.,PC . 
7) head rest ; 
8) 
9) 
10) 
11) 
arm rest; 
radiation shielded cassette box; 
moving grid ; 
coupling arm between x-r ily tu be r1nd 
collecting vessel Sb , or isode nsi ty tank 
Sa . Used to center the x-ray be am cind 
the grid . 
Fig. 1.22 Odelca 70 mm mammograph ic unit wi th 
special st.ind for serial photofluorography (N . V . 
Optical Industries "De Oude Delft" De lft, Nether-
lands). Set for craniocaudal exposures. Above: 
x-ray tube with cone . Below: Fluorograph ic co ne 
with object holder (7 cm above the entrance plane 
of the cone), Odelca camera, and seri al casse tte . 
11,0 
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